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NASA LeRC TOC 
Program Objectives 
Assess Feasibility of a Long Life, Reusable Nuclear Thermal Rocket 
Two Reactor Concepts 
- Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) - Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 
Tasks 
- Conceptual Layouts (75K Ibf) - Thermodynamic Cycle Balance 
- Preliminary Neutronic and Thermal - Hydraulic Analysis 
- System Mass Estimates 
- Preliminary Life and Reliability Assessment 
- Safety Assessment 
- Scaling to 25 and 40K Ibf (PBR Only) 
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NIP: Syrrm Concepts 
The NASA LeRC TOC Addresses the Emerging NTRE 
Requirements 
Thrust 
ThrustlWt (With Internal Shield) 
Length 
Diameter 
Throttling 
Restarts 
Single Burn Duration 
Life 
Reliability 
ISP 
25K, 40K, 75K 
2 4  
> 850 sec 
30 Meters 
10 Meters 
25% 
> 10 
60 Min (Max) 
Manned 
270 Min at Rated Thrust 
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The NTRE Is a hlghly lntegraled mechlne. As we wlll show, lnleracllons between reactor and 
engine level operatlons are slgnlflcanl. Our systems approach lo NTRE dealgn reveals exclllng 
new posslbllIHes for lmprovlng the rellablllty and performance of spacecraft. 
0.b 
The NTR Engine Is a Highly Integrated Machine 
(Not Just a Reactor Between a Pump and Nozzle) 
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NI'P. System Concepts 
Our bask NTREs meet ell current NASA requlrements. 
The thrust to welght ratlo of the PER englne Is 6.3. The CIS englne Is somewhat heavler wlth 
a F/W of 4.7. The PBR Isp Is 65 seconds hlgher than the requlrement at 915 sec. The hlgher 
temperature of the CIS englne produces an Isp of 959. Both englnes flt well wlthln the space 
allowed for In the SOW. 
Our advanced pump deslgn and englne management system permlts throttllng 20:l 
compared to the requlrement of 4:l. 
Our prellmlnary llfe eveluation lndlcates the englnes wlll be able to operate longer than 
currently requlred. Our prellmlnary rellablllly end hazards anelysls lndlcate man ratlng of lhese 
englnes Is echlevable wlthln the scope of the englne development. 
Our Basic Engine Meets All Current NASA 
Requirements With a Recuperated Topping Cycle 
l.T.* 
kry 
Thrusl 
ThruslMlelghl 
Wllh Shield 
ISP 
Lenglh 
Dlarneler 
Throllllng 
Reuse 
Single Burn 
Engine Llls 
Rellablllly 
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PER CIS 
75 Klbl 75 Klbf 
b j r e m e n l  &!M Ymfi 
75 Klbf 
> 4  6.3 4.6 
2 850 
5 30M 
3 10M 
L 4:l 
2 10 Restarls 
60 mln 
> 270 IIlI 
Manned Sloge 
915 959 
7.7M B.1M 
2.2M 2.2M 
m:i  20:l 
> 10 > 10 
>Wmln  r60mln  
5 270 lnlir 5 270 tnln 
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With eur recuperated cycle, we avold complex core deslgns that produce heal to drlve the 
lurbopurnpr, ye1 we have Increased the engine operallng pressure to reduce Its slze and welght 
and lo Increase Its performance. 
We have studied two NTREs wllh heterogeneous reactors. One employs the partlcle bed 
reactor concepl developed In the US. The other is based on 20+ years of development In the 
CIS. The CIS reactor ullllzes a lwlsled ribbon type fuel and has been lested a1 over 3000K for 
over 1 hour. 
* PBR 
In order to meet the NASA life requirement we have changed the fuel slolchlometry and 
lowered the operating lernperalure. We have arranged for deep throllllng and closed loop 
decay heat removal. 
CIS 
We have modiiied our englne drlve cycle and structure sllghtiy lo best make use of CIS 
fuel assembly technologies. 
Technical Approach: Apply Our Recommended 
Engine Cycles to Two Heterogeneous Reactor Types 
Engine Cycle - Delete Gas Heater Fuel Assemblies 
- Raise Operating Pressure 
- Integrated Engine Option 
Particle Bed Reactor 
- Increase Design Life 
- Provide Deep Throttling/Decay Heat Removal 
- Integrated Engine Option 
CIS Reactor 
- Fuel Developed 
- Hlgh Operating Temperature 
- Integrated Engine Option 
15ENcoRp 
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There Rre several ways 118 which heleroqrnrnlis I l + s f r w  icnclois arc $uperlor 10 hotnoqmeo?oas ones. and d l  rHu l l  trom phyalcnlly 
oeparaltng tuel and moderalor. the clinraclerlslic 01 lhe hrlrroqrnnoiis concrpl. Moderalor ond luel have dil lerml requiremenls. end 
separating lhnrn allows srlecllon of opllmum solld nmlrlinls lor eoch luncllon. 
High lcmperature cnrbldcs nre aullublc lor Illel. bw+use. when used correclly. lhey can deliver hlah renclor gas ouIlcl 
tempenlurcs. whlcli errebles hlph etiglnr sp~c l l l c  lmpulsc Hiah gas temperalures I r e  available. bccauoe c81blde fuel fen opeiale 01 
high lemperalurns and because II lorrned lnlo thln eIPmenls. inlcrlinlly generaled heal need pass only 8 sinall distance to t h  coolant. 
Thus, It riccd no1 pass lhrouqh moderator nialnial l o  reach I cooled surlace, ns 111 Ihe homogeneous rmclor concepl. Propellanl gas 
can attaln a lcmperalure very close lo Ihe litel’s maxttnuni inlernel lemperalure. The PBR allains lhlo advenlage by uslng m a l l  
dlameler spheres In tuel parllcle beds. whlle the CIS rcacloi uses bundlm 01 thln, twlsted ribbons 01 luel. 
Elllcient neutron moderators are hydrogenous. and no solld nulerlals of Ihls type can wllh8l8nd tempentwer In the mnge of fuel 
n drmlred oullat gam tmporalursa. Elllclent neutron moderators or8 Imponml, because urmlum llsslm cmrs-rcllon8 am very low a( 
Ilsslon neutron ensrgy levels, end rvlthwl good moderalor m8Wll m I8rgn mount of flsalonable matalil Is nrd.d In the reactor. 
%vsrmt n a ~ a ~ t v a  fonturea occur sImultinmusly vh.n tiroe mounts ol hlghiy enrlchd u2s N. u u d  In r m x w .  Prhadly, (ha 
rslagusrds problem Is wwm0n.d. Secondly, hunch ut . ly  Is InhsrMIly le##. Thlrd, fmst remclon mod I mom rmpld conlrd sydnn, 
whlch 8xacerbatea devdopmnnl m n d  salely rlsks, end fourlh. fuel cool la much g r u M  lhm that ol (ha modarmlor whlch may nplace II 
In a h8lerogenmwa m8CtOr. Th8 PBR modamlor I8  h 8 K l g O d  block8 Of beWlllUm ConlelrIlng C l V l l l O #  Ill1.d wllh UH lh.1 sullound amh 
l u m l  bed, while (he CIS modermtor la ZrH2 rods close-pecked h l w n n  the lu . l8~m#la  
For Mnrs missloti Nlllh wr  need a sneclllc-linptilse-loss-tr~ lurbopump pownr cycle lo tnlnimize lotel mlsslon cost%. incladina 
Enrlh-to-orbit launch. Thus. lopping cycles are used, whlch have lurblnc lile advanlages over bleed cycles. In 8 heterogeneous mglne 
the lower lemperalure moderntor nnd rclleclor malerlnls are cooled wlth a separate hydrogen loop prlor to IInal heating by the twl 
elemenls. This moderalor and reflnclor heal 1s rulomnllcally the major porllon ot lhe loppliig heal needed lor lurblne itrlcl gns beating - 
tor turbine drive power In a liomogeneous enqlne. nI lrnst llie moderalor heal Is Io11 lor titrblne drive use. Lower engine operntlng 
yrcssurc resulls. all olher Ihinqs bc i i q  equal. ntid Ilils bnds lo Inrgc. ticnvy ciigliies wllh Inlcrlm Mnrs ~nlrsloll perlormnnce. Fi~ttlirr. 
lhe moderotor cooling loop also ennbles ~tilegrallon 01 a c105cd nnglnc coolillg arid eleclric power qemrntlng syslem Ihst can radue~  
Mnrs mission IMLEO by aboul 100 Ions 
n. 
Heterogeneous Reactors Superior to Homogeneous Types 
(NERVA) 
Features 
Fuel Separated from Moderator 
Fuel More Spheres Twisted 
Efficient Ribbon 
Moderator Be Hex ZrH2 
More with ZrH2 Rods 
Efficient Cavities 
Benefits 
Moderator Cooling Powers 
Turbine and Enables Closed 
Loop Cooling (Reliability and 
Weight) 
Higher Gas Outlet Temperature 
Lower Fissile Inventory 
(Safety and Weight) 
(High ISP) 
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Our baslc englne meets or exceeds ell NASA requlrements. It provldes for robust operatlon 
and takes up little room In the launch vehlcle. 
As we studled these englnea we recognlzed some slgnlflcant and beneflclal differences 
between these heterogenously moderated reactors and the homogeneously moderated NERVA 
type reactors. The separate moderator allows us lo extract slgnlflcant heat from the core wlthout 
the need to flow hydrogen through the fuel elements. The full utlllzatlon of this In our Integrated 
engine provides many beneflts Includlng: (1) reliable, elflclent NTRE start up, (2) reduced decay 
coollng losses; (3) RCS and OMS at hlgh Isp, (4) electrlcal power up to 100 kW (E) per engine. 
Technical Approach: Two Engine 
Options Are Presented 
Basic Engine 
- Meets or Exceeds All Current NASA Specs 
- Robust 0 eration 
- Small Size - Reliable, E fficient Engine Starting 
Integrated Engine 
- Builds on Basic Engine - Reduces Decay Cooling Losses - Improves Mission Reliability and Performance by: 
Integrating Stage and Engine Subsystem 
Main Propulsion 
RCS 
OM9 
Option for Electric Power (- 100 kWe) 
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Our platelet technology enables us to turn the requlrement to cool the Internal gamma shield 
Into a cyclcenhanclng recuperator wlthout mass penalty. Thls ellows us to operate the englne at 
hlgher chamber pressures than othewlse poeslble, resultlng In a smeller and llghler welghl 
englne. In addttion, the recuperator provldes the bulk of the energy for the englne alert. 
Sufficlent energy Is stored In the recuperator lo accelerate the turbopumps to lull power without 
addlllonal heat. Wlth thls magnltude of stored energy, It would take over 10 aborted starts to 
slgnlflcantly reduce the starting power ot our cycle. 
In addltlon to provldlng power, the recuperator provides thermal and hydraullc stablllty 
during all modes of englne operetlon. The reactor and feed system are effectlvely decoupled 
during hlgh reactor translents. 
Recuperated Cycle Provides 
Superior Engine Operation 
Provides Cooled, Internal Gamma Shield 
Enables High Chamber Pressure 
Provides Thermal Energy for Turbopump Start 
- Energy Available for Many Starts 
Provides Safe, Controllable Reactor Start 
- Prevents Liquid Hydrogen Entry Into the Core - Decouples and Damps System Oscillations 
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Engine Concept Definition 
I 
Don Culver 
Our engine and malor component design concepts are selected to meet all current NASA 
nqulrements. Any concepts that cannot meet these safety and rellabllity, performance, and 
operatlonal requirements In the near term were discarded. In addillon. many NASA goals that 
impact safety and rcliabliity, mission benefits, development cost and technical risk were used lo 
guide system configuratlon selections and deslgn and operatlng parameter optimkation studies. 
Reauirements 
NASA Goals and Requirements 
Impact APD NTRE Selection 
Safety 
- Radiation Protection 
- Manrate, Verily, Automate 
Performance 
I - 850secIsp - 4:l Thrust Weight 
- Throttling @ Tmax 
- 15-75K ibf Thrust 
Operation 
- Reusable. Long Lile 
- Bootstrap Start wlo Power 
- DegradedlFailed Tolerance 
Ghx!& 
Safety 
- Minimize Radioactive Materials 
Hazard Mitigation and Reliability 
Mission Benefit 
- IMLEOmrip Time (Isp and FIW) 
Mission Commonality 
- 2006 Availability 
- Simplicity (inherent Reliability) 
Technical Risk and Development Cost 
- Technology Readiness and Tests Needed 
- Propulsion System Integration 
- Facility Requirements 
EmcoRp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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We begln our concept deflnition studies with trade studies. Of course, we perform trade 
studies In each Important area of requirements and goals. 
When trade studies are completed, opllinurn design parameters are known, and engine 
layout and component deslgn studles can be flnallzed. When the polnt deslgn Is known, 
sensltlvlty studies are made to check the Impact of important design and operating parameters 
on engine characteristics. 
nk: 
n. 
Trade Studies Define Engine Concept and Design Point 
Safety and Reliability 
- Nuclear 
- Non Nuclear 
Performance and Mission Benelit 
- Mission Payload 
- Power Cycle 
- Control System 
Operation and Technical Risk 
- System Operation 
- Propulsion System Integration 
- Technology Readiness 
Crltlcality Trades (B&W) 
Feed System Reliability 
Versus Cycle Type, Pc, Nozzle Design 
Definition (Shield Integration) 
Architecture Study 
Modes and Procedures Identified 
Shield, Decay Heat, Deep Throttling 
Major Component Status 
GENconp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Our Reliability Plan Is Tailored to Project Phase 
- Reliability Block Diagrams With Typical Component 
Failure Rates 
- Preliminary FMEA to Component Level 
- Hazards Analysis (Crew, Ground 
Design Phase 
- FMEA 
- Fault Tree Analysis 
- Safety Studies 
GENtonp Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox 
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A result of our feed system reiiebillty block diagram study Is thet use d twin turbopumps on 
NTRE should improve mlsslon rellabiilty by redudng the probablllty of told fellure and englne 
lo35 to about 1/4 of the1 of slngle turbopump fed englne. However, We twln turbopump englne 
has nearly twlce the probablllty 01 lalllng to a degraded mode of performance. Thls usually 
means that one turbopump falls and the other continues lo  operate the engine e( neerly 3/4 
Ihrust. This is of llltle consequence at any time except a TMl (or TLI) burn. 
Twin Turbopumps Improve Mission Reliability* 
Single TPA System Has - 4 Times the Probability of Total 
Failure vs 2 TPAs 
Twin TPA System Has - 1.7 Times the Probability of Failure 
to Degraded Mode (- 70% Thrust) vs 1 TPA 
* Industry Standardxomponent Failure Rates Applied to 
Feed Systems 
GENca?p Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Mission performance depends on roc englne Ihrustlweight and mlsi 3n average speclflc 
Impulse (isp). Engine thrustlwelght depends largely on reactor type and power denslly, englne 
conflguratlon, and operating condltlons. Mlsslon average Isp depends mainly on engine Isp and 
on operatlonel Isp losses, and they depend on mission type, engine deslgn details, and operating 
conditions. We will dlscuss our trade study results for each of these factors In the following 
charts and In the reactor deslgn secllons. 
Mission Isp Depends on 
Engine Isp and Operational H2 Losses 
Engine Isp = f (Tout)l/2 
- Theoretical Isp (Tout and c) 
- Tout max - Tout Mixed Mean 
- Nozzle Losses (Cooling, Divergence) 
- Power Cycle Bleed Losses 
___- 
Operational H2 Losses 
- Open Loop Cooldown @ T Tmax 
- Boiloff and Leaks 
- Start-up Bleed 
GENcmp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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We have studied three fundamental englne configurations: 
(1) DeLaval nozzle behlnd thermal reaclor 
(2) Forward flow thermal reactor wllhln an expanslon-deflecllon (E-D) nozzle 
(3) Forward flow thermal reactor wlthln a plug nozzle 
The E-0 nozzled englne appears 10 have lhe best misslon performance potenllal, bul It needs 
further study, and at thls time It Is recommended for a secondgenerallon englne. However, we 
recommend thls concept be studled In mor0 dctnll soon, becnuse It Is rnpldly developlng Into n 
more pracllcal concept than was belleved posslble earller. 
In the hlgh heal flux region of the throat and Its consequent low Isp and hlgh welght potentlals. 
The plug nozzled engine does not seem compelltlve, because of 11s large nozzle surface area 
The DeLaval nozzled deslgn Is. thereby. recommended for a near-term englne. 
DeLaval Nozzle Is Attractive for Near Term NTRE 
Debval 
LowLoswa 
F = 75k Ibt 
Pc = 1,Ooo psla 
UD 
Good lntegratlon 
LongsndHoavy Short nnd Llghlwolght 
~ t s K m P  Energopool Bebcock 81 Wllcox 
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Plug 
Hlghwt Nozzle Heat 
f lux md Lorror 
Bhort 
I 8 P I  
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A lrade study evalualed both englne welglit and specllic impulse by esllmallng the Mars 
mlsslon payload dellvery capabillty of ldenllcai vehicles powered by slmllar englnes of 
conventlonal geometry havlng dlfferent power cycles, operallng pressures, and nozzle area 
ratlos. Both hot bleed cycle engines and lopping cycle englnes were evaluated over reactor 
outlet pressures (Pc) from 1000 to 3000 psia, wilh nozzle area ratlos from 150 lo 500, and with 
nozzle lengths from 80 to 120 percent bell. In each case a cooled, copper and steel nozzle was 
used wlth a carbon-carbon nozzle exlenslon from area ratlo 10 to the exit. 
Results showed thal bleed cycle englnes are not competllive, based on thdr lower delivered 
spedflc Impulse. Thelr payload carrylng capabllllies were conslstenlly low by about 20 percent. 
Nozzle contours of 110 percent bell length were found to be best for nearly all englne variants. 
Engines wlth hlgh nozzle area ratlos beneflled most from hlgh englne pressure, because their 
nozzles are smaller and lighter In welghl, beller offsetting the Irkcreased lurbopump welght 
requlred of hlgh pressure feed systems. Conversely, engines wlth low nozzle area ratlos are 
relallvely lnsenslllve lo englne design pressure. (Both reactor deslgn leains agreed lhal reactor, 
vessel, and shleld welght totals are not greatly affected by deslgn pressure In the range of our 
study.) 
The deslgn polnt selected was area ratio 300 wllh pressure of 2000 psia, because It appeared 
lo be the lowest pressure - lowesl area ratio combinelion lo  alteln high mlsslon performance. A I  
200 nozzle area rallo aboul five percent payload Is lost. regardless of englne pressure selectlon. 
High Pressure Topping Provides 
Maximum Mission* Performance 
Sludv R esuits Enaine Selection 
Y 
Deelgn Polnt 
_- --. 
__ -.. 
150 
E0.75 
Hot Bleed Cycle 
200 
- Topping Cycle - Pc = 2,000psia 
- ( '  = 300 (De = 92 In.) - Lnoz = 110% Bell (210) - Tc = 2,700K 
E 1- ,---* t l l 0 D I  * 4 Bum, Ail-Up, Manned Mars 
Mission With C3 16 k&/s2 
and IMLEO = 775 Tonnes 
z 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
Pc, kpsla (110% Bell Nozzle Length) 
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We examlned all reasonable turbopump drive power cycles, based on examlnatlon of heat 
sources for turblne Inlet gas and destinations for turblne exhaust gases. Those cycles which 
bleed turbine exhaust gas overboard rnther thnn through the throat of the englne's nozzle lose 
speclflc Impulse, because they cannot expand low pressure and temperature turblne exhaust gas 
to hlgh vdocltles. We found that these engines are not In contentlon for Mars mlsslons on a 
performance basls. 
Three topplng cycles were analyzed. The slmple expander cycle cannot provMe enough heat 
to power the englne reliably to pressures of 1000 psla or above. We have seen the Mars mlssion 
performance decrement of low pressure engines. Therefore, extra heat must be added to the 
topping heat that can be recovered Indirectly from the reactor core by coollng englne 
components, such as moderator, reflector, pressure vessel, shlelds, etc. One way to do thls Is to 
devote a potllon of the fuel assemblies to turblne drive heat. Thla requires addltlonql 
manlfoldlng In the reactor core, an unwanted complexity which may reduce neutronlc efficlency 
and cost englne size and welght. Another way Is to use a hlgh heat rate heat exchanger to 
transfer turbine exhaust heat to the pump dlscharge to augment the topping cycle heat. Thls is 
the scheme we selected, In splte of the fact that etiglne designers usually feel that hlghly 
effectlve recuperators are large and heavy. 
Y "L . 
Recuperated Ex pander Cycle Selected 
Turbine Exhaust 
Destlnatlon 
Overboard = 
Bleed Qcleg 
IapLoro 
Partlal Admlsslor 
Large Turbine 
Reactor = - 
More Valves 
HIE 
Reador Core 
Hot Bleed 
. Hot lurblne 
NoulePort 
Mlxer Fat1 ue 
Auamented 
Core Com lexity 
=20% PIL l!oss 
Reactor S P ze and 
Weight 
t Sources for Turbine 
System (Exaanderl 
RecuDerated ot R e c m  
Blmllor lo Cold 
Bleed 
I-i' 
Max. P/L 
Laraw Toploor 
Hot Turbine 
214% PIL LOSS 
or 
Elumukt 
Llmited Power 
Restart Heat? 
7% PIL Loss 
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The Impacts of the recuperator on our englnes' slze and welght Is nll, because: 
(1) We have demonstrated our ablllty to fabrlcate large heat rate heat exchangers of very 
compact dlmenslons with our platelet technology, for example In the SSME heat 
exchanger program. 
closure of the reactor vessel. We have shown that the sum of these two welghis In a 
conventlonally designed engine are greater then the requlred recuperalor welght. Thus, 
we Incur no weight penalty for the heat exchanger itself. 
(3) Low density materlal, such as steel may be used efflclently for a gamma shadow shleld, 
because It Is located close io the large dlemeter reactor, and the radlatlon tends to be 
planar io all surfaces, because of the self shleldlng provided at ell other angles. 
(2) The steel recuperator can lunction as the gamma shield lor the NTRE and the forward 
Recuperator Weight Impact Is Nil 
Problem - Large Recuperator Size and Weight 
Solution - Compact Stainless Steel Platelet HEX Doubles 
as Cooled Internal Gamma Shield and Forward 
Pressure Vessel Head 
Distributed Source Shield Weight Is Not Dependent on 
Material Density 
Gmmp Energopool Bnbcock & Wilcox 
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Recuperated Cycle Provides Superior Engine Operation 
led, Internal Gamma Shi 
High Chamber Pressure 
Provides Thermal Energy for Turbopump Start 
- Energy Available for Many Starts 
Provides Safe, Controllable Reactor Start 
- Prevents Liquid Hydrogen Entry Into the Core 
- Decouples and Damps System Oscillations 
Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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The p w e r  cycle we have selected lor bolh englnes uses a recuperalor lo lransler heal  lrom lurblne exhaual 
lo pump dlscharge, and each cool the nozzle wllh a small slde s h a m  01 llquld hydrogen lrom lhe pump. The 
PEA cycle varlallon Is shown here; I1 requlres a pump dlscharge pressure 01 4750 psb lo dellver an englne Pc 01 
2,000 psla. I1 dons lhls wllh a low lurblne lnlel lemperalure 01 847 R (470 K) and a low lurblne pressure rallo 01 
less lhan 1.5 to 1. Pump stage pressure ratlos are low, loo, because lour slagss 01 pumplng are used. However. 
lour slags rolallng assemblles are not needed wllh our concept. because our lurbopumps emulale a quad- 
redundant valve mal. We use two lurbopumps In parallel lo provlde the total engine flow, and each turbopump 
eonslsls 01 two Idenlkal rotallng assemblles operallng In serks. Each rolallng assembly Is the dmplesl 
conllgurellon posslble, lwo pumps and a lurblrm on lhe shall wllh Iwo bearlngs belwren the three rolors. 
Rellablllly. perlormance. rlsk. and cost benellla resull lrom lhls subcrlllcal speed deslgn. 
The recuperalor heal rale IS aboul125,OOO Blu/sec. whlch Is larger lhan the sum 01 lhe lopplng heal. H more 
power Is needed lhls cycle lias lwo mrln deslgn varlebles, lurblne pressure rallo and recuperalor heal rale. The 
latter controls lhe lurblne Inlet temperature. The power balance shown has ten percenl excess lurblne power lor 
lurblne bypass conlrol aulhorlly. 
The Row acheme through the englrm Is as lollows: through the pumps In parallel, wllh a 5-1 (low aplll ellar 
lhelr llows Joln; the small llow cools Ihe nozzle and pressure vessel; Ihe large llow gets healed In the hlgh 
pressure ride of lhe radlal oulflow recupamlor, where I1 enters lhe moderelor and reflector coollng flow a1 the 
front 01 the core; the lull llow passes through the turblnes In parallel lo  reloln and cool In the low pressure, radlal 
Inflow pes5a@es 01 the recuperalor; Cooled llow Is manllolded lo Ihe Inlets 01 each luel assembly lor heallng lo 
lull outlet temperalure and passage through the rockel nozzle. 
Flow conlrol elamenls Include a low power eleclrlc leed pump, pump and lurblne lnlel and oullel valves, a 
lurblne bypass control valve, and a pulse coollng valve. Aelleclor drlve molor shalls penelrale lha recuperalor a1 
Its perlphery, oulslde 01 the heat exchanger reglon, and a launch polson rod penetrales It a1 11s cenler. 
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The bask englne has flve operallng slales In addlllon lo Iwo eddlllonal control slales, checkoul and 
emergency. Before starllng the rnglnp. lhr pumps nrP chllled wllh lank head or Iced pump tlow. and GH2 Is 
vented overboard as raqulred. However, much of the GH2 Is pumped under pressure lnlo the englne power loop 
by the feed pump. The englne can be held In lhls stage of chllled and pressurlzed readlness for long perlods, 
Wlh occeslonal chlll down flows unlll Impulse Is needed. 
Slarllng Ihe englne conslsls of openlng Ihe lurblne Inlet valves and blowlng down the loop, spln starllng the 
turbines. The large, avallable amount 01 senslble heal In Ihe recuperator boolalrapa lhe lead system untll reactor 
heat Is avallable. The recuperalor provents llquld hydrogen lrom ever enlerlng the reactor. 
Ourlng englne operallon at hlgh power lhe nnglne lhrusl Is conlrolled wllh lurblne bypass valve poslllon and 
speclflc Impulse wllh reactor control drum poslllon. The propellant lank Is pressurlzed by a bleed from Ihe low 
pressure recuperalor oullel manlfold. 
Followlng reactor shuldown wlth conlrol drum rolallons. the 10-1 lhrollllng turbopumps are throttled lo 
malnlaln oullet lamperalure by lhelr bypass conlrol valves. When lhey have reached lhelr mlnlmum flow, one 
turbopump Is shul down and the other (Ihrollled up 2-1) wlll follow the reactor power down lo about five percent 
and then bagln lo overcool the core, reduclng speclflc Impulse at lhls low lhrusl level. The eleclromechanlcal 
feed pump Is started, and propellant Is pumped under pressure at low flow rate lnlo the coollng loop. When the 
loop pressure Is hlgh and Ihe core cool, lhe second turbopump Is shut down and the pulse coollng valve 
actuated. The core heats durlng pump shuldown and overcools durlng the coollng pulse. The pulse valve shut?). 
the feed pump pressurlzes the loop whlle Ihe core heals, and the valve cycles agaln, holdlng the average core 
outkt lemperalure and Isp above what It would be wllhoul pulse cooling. 
While the core power decays the duly cycle 01 the pulse coollng valve chanaes conllnually. and evenlually It  
slays closed. Thls happens when the pressure vessel Is able to radlale Ihe resldual core aflerheat lo space. 
Operation Features Robust Start and Efficient Cooldown 
Readiness . 
Start 
Run 
Cooldown 
Soakout 
Pressurize Loop Wilh Feed Pump 
Chill Pumps and Vent GH2 
Blowdown Start TPAs With Start Valves 
Bootstrap on Recuperator and Reactor Heat 
Control Valve Throttlin 
Bleed-Pressurize Tank llage 
Shutdown Reactor 
ThrotHe on Decay Heat 
Shutdown 1 TPA and Throttle to 5% 
Overcool Fuel and Start Feed Pum 
Shutdown 2nd TPA and Pulse Coo 
Stop Pulse Cooling and Radiate 
e 
P 
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Recuperated Cycle Provides Superior Engine Operation 
Provides Cooled, Internal Gamma Shield 
Enables High Chamber Pressure 
al Energy for Turbopump Start 
Dlable for Many Starts 
Controllable Reactor Start 
Prevents Liquid Hydrogen Entry Into the Core 
Decouples and Damps System Oscillations 
GmcIRp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Engine Design 
Roy Squires 
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Aerojet NTRE Is Small and Lightweight 
I 
\ 
\ 
Lampoiintit 
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, 
I 
I 
Ilnrnolnd NoTrln 
f ooled Nozzle 
Pm3wrn Vnwnl. fleectar Mnnllnlrl~ b CSS 
nnnclor. tlnnrlor ILC 
I urbopump Aaaembllea (21 
Rncupnmlor I Shlnld 
Yncondsry Shlmld 
Plurnbln@'Vnlvns 
Conlrola and Shl.ldlng 
NTFIE a/ Stage Pomritlesl Hemvval 
Slag. Power 6 Heal flemovnl Sy. Wt. Ibm 
Fnglne wllh Powsr Sys WI. Ibrn 
Mnrs MIselon Ilpclllr: Irnpulu. s i r  
Payload flalurimd lo Earlh Ihm 
Energopool Babcock R Wilcox 
Aerojet NTRE 
240 
IOOU 
1501 
19R2 
410  
2168 
521 
737 
1320 
2000 
I3879 
Do5 
w22n 
CRMWL PRQE IS 
OF ?OOR QUALITY 
XLR-134 LI-12 TPA 
The XLR-134 program addressed the need for a relatlvely low thrust engine to move large 
freglle structures from low earth orbit into higher orbits. It was an Air Force program origlnatlng 
from the Phillips Lab at Edwards Air Force Base end spanned 1986 through 1990. 
The program included initial studies l o  define the requlrements and the engine slrelcycle. 
From lhese requlrements the engine and component designs were derived. The selected engine 
was a 500 Ibf. LOXlLH2 single expander cycle engine (gaseous hydrogen turbine drive). The 
turbopumps for both the LOX and LH2 were designed and Iabriceted a1 Aerojet. The general 
arrangement consists of two shafts with 3 pump stages and one turblne stage on each mounted 
“end to end.” In this conflguratlon the turbines are counter-rotating. The LOX TPA Is beslcelly a 
two stage single spool machine of a similar design as the LH2 TPA with approprlate material and 
tolerance changes. 
spool TPA. No development problems were encountered, due lo the robust design and 
subcritical shaft speed. Of significant merit during dual spool testing was the start up and 
steady state operation of the two pump spools. This highly successful testing demonstrated 
over 4200 seconds of run time in LH2 with full speed TPA operation, speed tracking of the two 
spools, successful bearing performance and subcritical shait speed. 
The LH2 TPA was tested both as a single spool (3 stage) TPA and flnaily as the complete dual 
Aerojet TPA Technology 
Increases Life and Reliability 
Features 
DualSpool 
- Short Shafts With 
3 Rotors per 
Benefits 
High Turbine Efficiency 
Low Weight 
Commonality of Parts 
Subcritical Shaft Speed 
Operation for Deep Throttling 
Operate Below Design Speed 
Hydrostatic Bearings 
Increased Life and Reliability 
Increased Life 
* -  
XLR-134 Fuel TPA 
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Radlatlon transrnlsslon through manlfolds Includes 36 2.5 cm holes for gas flow. Shield 
Heatlng In the LlgH/Pb dedlcated shleld wlll be of the order 40-60 kW and moy requlre some 
penetrations for drum control rods and the central “polson” rod were Ignored. 
coollng durlng extended operallon at full power. 
“Internal Shield” Concept for NTRE Provides 
Significant Reduction in Accountable Shielding Mass 
I .- - -  -- I -‘ 
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Source strength and shleld attenuation calculated by B&W using MCNP (Monte Carlo 
NASA radlatlon speclficalion me1 or exceeded et a point 1 meter above the top refleclor on 
Shields for electronics and controls assumes opllinum placement and 100K-rad hardened 
Neutron Photon transport code). 
the core axls. 
electronics. 
Engine Components and Dedicated Shielding 
Attenuate Radiation to Meet NASA Requirements 
and Prdect Electronics and Controls 
Fast 
Gamma Neutron 
ComDonents Factor Factor Llnss.IKa) __ Comments 
Gas Manifolds 101 21 I176 Dual Function: 
and Recuperator Cools and Shields 
Dedicated Shield 4.4 80 236 Additional Shield Necessary 
Distributed 6.3 x 104 1.75 x 103 130 Required Be ond NASA 
Electronics and 
Controls Shield Power 
to Meet NASA Spec 
Spec for 3.5 hours a1 Full 
G N I ~ R P  Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox 
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Recup~?i nloi 
E . u n c ~  
lnlernal gamma shleld cooled by LII? 
Provides thermal energy lor slarllng nrid opernlliq TPA 
Enables hlgh chamber pressure for Ilghlwelglil. coinpnct NTAE 
- - 
DeslgnasdPerlormeiice Perameters 
Propellant 
Cold-Slde lnlel Pressure 
Cold-Slde lnlel Temperalure 
Cold-Slde Flow Rsle 
Cold-Side Pressure Drop 
Hol-Slde lnlel Pressure 
Hol-Side lnlel Temperalure 
Hol-Slde Pressure Drop 
Thermal Load 
Envelope 
Welghl 
Mater la1 
H2 
4750 psln 
87 fl 
68 lhmlsrc 
150 psld 
7G50 psln 
775 fl 
150 psld 
12fi.000 Blulsec 
40 111. dla x 7 111. lielglil 
2500 Ibnt 
CRES SS (A-2861 
Cliaracterlstlcs 
The 300 series slalnless steel. plnlelel drslgn. counlerflow IIFX arrcpls 83% of Ilir LH7 flow lrom Ihe TPAa 
and heals Ihe hydrogen lo  572'R gns In the hlgh pressiirr clrciill 01 Ilw HEX Tlin oulllow cools the relleclor and 
moderator, ensuring lhnl LHI does no1 enter lhese components Thk gas Is comblried wllh the 17% flow, whlch 
bypassed Ihe HEX to cool the iiozrle and pressure vessel ~ i i d  wns ynslllecf 111 llle process, lo piovlde 100% flow 
al847"R lo drlve Ihe lurblne. The turbine effluent then prsses Ihrough the low pressure clrcull of the HEX glvlng 
up much of Its heal lo the hlgh pressure clrcull before dellvery lo Ihe reactors iiiany fuel elrmenls 
NTRE Recuperator Is Based on 
Aerojet SSME HEX Technology 
- . -- -. 
SSME HEX 
GENConp 
AEaaJcT  
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Cooled Nozzle 
&J.@dQIl 
Provldes DeLaval nozzle enlrsnce s(.ctlon atid exlt lo area ratlo 10 1 
Dwlgn end PetIgrmQnm Piirmwters 
Propellont H2 
Coolant lnlel Temperature 87-R 
COO~EI lnlel Pressure 4750 psla 
Coolenl Flow Re10 14 lhmlsac 
Coolant Pressure Drop 700 psla 
ThroaI Dlatnaler 5 121 In 
Extl Aren Rallo 10.1 
Chamber Pressure 2000 psln 
Gas Tempernlure 4860 R 
Flomale 82 Ibm/sec 
Malerlal ZrCu Llnar/A286 SS SIrurlure 
Envelope 
Welght 1000 Ibm 
Cyllndrlcal LengIh 5.00 In 
40 In dla I 32 In long 
Wall Temperature 6OOF 
The cooled nozzle uses a zlrconlum/copper. formed plalclet llner to malnlaln wall Iemperelure below the Ilk 
Ilmll. The llner wlll conslsl of 8 Io 10 panels and Include an approxlmale Iolal of 400 coolant channels. 11 Is 
bonded lo a Iwo-plece. A-286 lackel by a hol lsostnllc press (HIP) process. A two-plece, lormed platelet A.286 
thronl slllfenlng shell provldes slructural supporl agalnst bendlng momenis. Its consirucllon and coollng 
spproach Is rlmllar Io Ihsl 01 Ihe pressure vessel shell. Coolant enlers a manilold at Ihe 1O:l area rallo and flows 
lorward through Ihe llner and shell wall ns shown. I1 exlts Into the afl closure rlna manlfold of the pressure 
vessel. 
,,*.I.. 
Cooled Nozzle Concept Is Based on Current Technology 
'2111rIiirnl Jnrkel (A 296) 
Thronl Rlnq. Fortncrl Plnlelel (A-286) 
Inlet Manlfold (A 7Rfi) 
Formed Platelet Llner 4OKlbf Chamber 
I ~ J C ~ X W  Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox 
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Cooled Nozzle Concept 
- Sludles of the SSME maln combustlon chemtier show well temperature reducllons of up 
to 200 F uelng platelet llner technology. 
Cooled hot gas wall 
- Formed plalelet llner 
ZrCu platelets 
-400 channels 
6-10 panels 
A-286 structure 
- Cooled throat support rlng 
- Plelelel A-286 slructure wllh lnlernal coolant channels formed Into conlcal shape 
Common Manifolding Provides Coolant 
for Nozzle and Throat Support Ring 
1- 
Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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. Pressure Conlalnrnent 
- Plenums I Manlfoldlng for: 
- Moderator coolenl 
Cottlrol d r t l 1 t l  coo1Rnl 
- Core flow 
- Pressure vessel wall 
Interfaces 
- Recuperalor 
- Cooled nozzle 
- Reactor 
- Core support 
L 
Pressure Vessel Provides Pressure 
Containment, Core Support and Manifolding 
Cooled Hot Gas Wall 
Formed Platelet Design 
A-286 Stainless 
3-4 Sections 
5 
Energopool 
9 
(1511) 
I 
Ba bcoc k 8l 
u 
To Turbine 
270 
Pressu ie  V w s c l  (PV) 
FvmUon 
Conlalns pressure and supports reaclor - Provldes manlloldlng lor GH2 - - - 
Dlrecls recuperalor cold llow lo conlrol drum and rnoderalor/relleclor oulllow 
Combines nozzle/PV coolant oulllow wllh moderaiorirnlleclor oulllow lor delivery lo lurblne 
Delivers recuperalor warm llow to reaclor healing elements 
Q e ~ n c e - P a r a r n e t e r s  
Propellent Hz 
Coolanl lnlel Temperalure 651"R 
Coolanl lnlel Pressure 4050 psla 
Coolant Outlet Temperolure 847"R 
Coolanl Flowrale 14 lbinlsoc 
Coolant Pressure Drop 150 psld 
Core Propellant Temperalure 357"R 
Core Propellsnl Pressure 2500 psln 
Core Propellant Flowrale 82 Ibrn/sec 
Moderator Coolant Temperalure 572"R 
Moderator Coolant Pressure 4600 psla 
Moderalor Coolanl Flowrale 53.5 lbmlsec 
Relleclor Coolnnl Temperalure 572"R 
Rolloclor Coolnnl Pressure 4600 pslo 
Rolloclor Coolnnl Flowrale 14.5 Ibmkec 
Envelope 40 In. dla x 53 In. long 
Welghl 2610 Ibm 
A286 SS Mnlerlnl 
~ha fQCle f l $ t l~$  
Formed, A-286, dlltuslon bonded plalelel wall seclloiis aro welded logelher lo  make (he rlghf circular shellof 
Ihe pressure vessel. The lorward end 01 the shell 1% welded lo n mnnllold assembly, which Is welded lo I h e  
recuperelor. A coolaril rlng inntillold Is welded lo lho al l  oiid 01 llio sl~oll. Aninliar c losu~o rings nre weldod loto 
end all as shown lo combine flows per Ihe englne system schcinallc. 
Hydrogen gas enlers lhe all end mnnllold from the cooled rrorrle. II llows lhrough the shell coolnnl 
passages, elched lnlo Ihe wall plalelets, and lnlo a lorward closure rlng, where It inlxes wllh the 
moderalor/relleclor coolant oiilllow lor delivery lo  the TPA lurblnes. The lorernosl closoie rliig dellvers 
recuperalor (low lo Ihe moderalorlrelleclor coolant pnssnges 
" I  
Core Support Structure Provides Reactor Manifolding 
I 
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A carbon-carbon nozzle extension tor NTRE 19 n COS1 effecllvo, low walghl component. Carbon-carbon has 
pood mechanlcal propertlee for temperatures In cxcrss of 5000°F and will only suffer a lofal recesslon of less 
than 0.005 Inch due to hydrogen chemtcal rttack (assumlng a temperature of 2500"F, pressure of 20 p i a ,  and 
total duratlon of 4.5 hrs). Carbon-carbon Is noted for radlatlon reddanca and was basellned aa tho nozzle 
ex ledon for Iho NERVA rocket englne at Aerojet. 
wnll nozzle extonslons. Involute. 3-D cyllndrlcal, braided, and NovoltexTY preformlng are the tour most reallsllc 
techntques lo provlde cerbon-carbon nozzle extensions. None of these techniques can provlde a alrigle plece 
nozzle the slze roqulred without faclllty capllallzatlon and development. 
nozzles of 2OO:l and 3OO:l. respecllvely. The lhlcknesses reflect mlnlmum wall thlcknesses of approximately 0.5 
In. and 0.2 Inch for the enlry nnd ex11 reglons. 
Carbon-crrbon structures can be fabrlcaled In many dlfferent ways, but only several are approprlale for lhln 
A one-plece carbon-carbon nozzle extension Is estimated lo welgh about 170 Ibs and 240 Ib9 for area reilos 
Propelfanl 
Temperature 
Flowrate 
Attach Area Ratlo 
Exll Area Ratlo 
Nozzle Shape 
Materlal 
Envelope 
Welghl 
n2 
486093 
82 Ibm/sec 
10:l 
ZW:1 
110% Bell 
CarbonICarbon 
88.7 In. dla x 160 In. long 
450 Ibm 
One Piece Carbon-Carbon 
n Will Weigh Less Than 450 Ibs 
However, Facililies Must Be Upgraded for 
Size and Nozzle Fabrication Must be Validated 
GeJcap Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Instead of fabrlcatlng a one-plece carbon-carbon nozzle extenslon. fabrlcatlng carbonarbon 
segments la  an optlon whlch wlll not requlre facilltlzatlon nor extenslve velldatlon. A defect In a 
large one-plece carbon-carbon nozzle would cause the rejectlon of the whole nozzle or 
acceptance of materlals 01 lower mechanlcal propertles, whlle sn unacceptable nozzle segment 
wlll only requlre the rejectlon 01 that one segment. The segmented carbon-carbon nozzle 
extenslon concept shortens the deslgn and fabrtcetlon cycle by at least one year. 
Aerojet has pursued the segmented nozzle approach under IRAD and has valldated the 
mechanlcal approach vla demonstration alumlnum and flherglsss epoxy segments. The main 
drawback corresponds to the lhlckened sectlons In the nozzle to effect the segments attachment. 
The segmentallon approach Is estlmated to increase the weIght30%. 
A Segmented Carbon-Carbon Nozzle, Though 
Heavier, Is Robust and Cost Effective 
. Fabricability 
- Present Facilltles Are Large Enough lo 
Produce Required So mented Pieces 
- Lower Rejectable (O& Bad Segments 
Need to Be Replaced, Not Whole Nozzle) 
- Disassembled Pieces Are Easy to Store, 
Ship, and Reassemble 
- Smaller Pieces Are Easier to Fabricate 
and Inspect 
Flaw Setisltlvlty - Cost Effectiveness 
- Facility Upgrade Is Not Required 
- Shorter Schedule (Start With Design 
Plus Fab) 
Penallies Are Acceptable 
- Attachment Will Add Only 150 Ibs 
Compactness 
- Robustness 
w Stronger and Less 
IlMIN I - -, 
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COMPONENT: Ouad Channel Faull Tolerniil Cotilrollw ( 1  liree Channel Verslon Deplcled) 
FUNCTION: The Engine Conlroller Is respotislble for closed loop control of (he NTRE englne and auxlllary 
power generallon components. 
The englne controller perlorms a complete enqlno systom checkout and callbratlon prlor to englne 
operatlon. Thls Includes callbratlon 01 the lndlvldual lnslruments and control syslem components. Dwlng 1118 
start sequence the controller conlrolq reactor rencllvlly. pump chlll. turbopump rnmp up. nnd power ramp up. 
The engine controller acllvely controls eiigliie qlpady qlnle operallori l o  mnxlmlze englne lsp. Englne power 
down nnd p o l l  IIrlng coal clown le ncllvnly conlrollnd l o  vnlnlnilzo propellanl uaoae nnd mnilnilze Iota1 engliin 1-p 
The englne cotilroller perroriria psrlodlc eiigltta nyslnm Iionllli nionllorlng nnd Ille prndlclloii tliroughoul ongliio 
operallon. 
Braylon cycle power generallon Is actlvely conlrolled throughout the mlsslon. The controller le capable 01 
adjusllng the power output level over n 5:l range lo  meel vnrylng mlsslon demands. 
ARCHITECTURE: The NTRE englne controller Is a 32 blt full vollng four channel fault lolerant processor 
(FTP) that le derlved lrom llie Charles Slnrk Draper FTP nrchlteclure. The lour channel conlroller provldes full 
Fall OplFall Sale operatlon (hlgher levels 01 laull lolernnca are avnllnble wllh degraded fault coverage). 
Addlllonally the lour channels are electrlcally and mechanlcally lsolaled lrom each other. Thls prevents a 
calastrophlc eleclrlcal lallure from propagetlng from one channel to the next. 
The 32 bl l  Intel 180960 rnlcroprocessor provldes the processlng power l o r  the englne controller. The I80960 
Is opllmlzed to efllclently execute the Ada language. Thls central processor provldes many advanced 
enhancements such as automatlc excepllon handllng and memory managemenl thal facllltala the efflcknt 
processhg 01 Ada language. Over 2Mb 01 memory Is provlded on the dlgllal cornpuler unlt module. Thls 
complement 01 memory Is more thnn sutllclent lor both englne system control code and advanced heallh 
monltorlng and Ille predlctlon algarlthms. 
MIL-STD-15538 Effeclor Command Chnnnels, 4 Vehlcle Power Buses, Solenold Interfaces 
INTERFACES: 4 MIL-STD-15533 Vehlcle Command Channels 4 MIL-STD-1553B Vehlcle Dals Channels, 4 
SIZE: 8 In. x 16 In. x 10 In. 
WEIGHT: 59 Ibs (46 Ibs Eleclronlcs + 13 Ibs Shleld) 
TOTAL DOSE. 100 K RADS (SI) 
Wlrr : BUl 
Channel A 
Advanced Fault Tolerant Controller 
Improves Mission Reliability 
Channel B Cauily . - ‘ v . 4  
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COMPONENT: Dual Clisnnel Electro-Mecliaiilcnl Aclrintor 
FUNCTION: Provlde actuation lor modulatlng valves over a -1 to 90 deg arc. The EMA 
feature load lnsensitlvily and high posltlonal accuracylrcpeatablllty. 
ARCHITECTURE: The EMA Is a fully redundant actuator featurlng dual channel redundant 
bus Interfaces, dual redundant power Interlaces, dual channel redundant control electronics, 
dual electrlc redundant motors on a common shalt, and dual resolvers on a common shalt. The 
two €MA channels contaln no electrlcal cross strapping and are mechanically Isolated from each 
other. This prevents a catastrophic electronlcs failure In one channel from propagating io the 
other channel. 
INTERFACES: 2 MIL-STD-1553B Valve Command Channels, 2 Power Buses 
SIZE: 4 in. x 6 In. x 10 In. 
WEIGHT: 31 Ibs (9 Ibs ElectronicsIMechanlcs + 32 Ibs Shleld) 
TOTAL DOSE: 100K RADs(S1) 
TORQUE: 600 In.-lb 
SLEW RATE: 360 deglsec 
POSITIONAL ACCURACYIREPEATABILITY: f 0.5 dcg 
NP-TlM-92 
Advanced Electro-Mechanical Actuator 
Combines High Torque and Small Size 
inleilace n 
nesolverA -i-3h.. 
l n l e r l o ~ ~  A 
Resolver E, 
:s t) Controller Eleclroriii 
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COMPONENT: Ouad Channel Conlrol Syslrm 
FUNCTION: Provlde lull Fall OpiFnil Safe enylnn niid niixlllnry power fleiierntloti con4ro1. 
ARCHITECTURE: The control system le deslgrwd wllh n hlgh degree 01 symmetry and redundancy. The 
symmelry 01 the control system grently reduces Ilie complexlly 01 Ihe redundancy management sollware and 
Improves syslem rellabllily and verlllablllty. Crllical control valves such as the englne Isolallon valve. are fully 
quadded thus allowlng them io iolerale one sluck open or one stuck shul fallure. Other valves nre ellhor slmplex 
or dual (.erlal or parallel) dependlng upon Ihe funcllon of the valve. 
There ere Iwo Interfaces lo the eleclro-mechanlcal aclualors. These two Inlerlnces arc relerred lo as the 
Actlve Eflector Conlrol Bus and Ihe Pnsslve Elleclor Control Bus. Each conlrol bus Is aclually a redundant 
15538 Lmplemeniellon. Thls provldes a lolal 01 lour dale paths lo each actuator thus provldlng lull Fall OplFall 
Sale capsblllllea 01 the conlrol syslem. 
Each solenold ecluator has dual colls. Thls provldes lully redundant lnterlncns lo the anglrw, controller. 
Llke ihe ellector control buses the solenold lnlerlnces ate organlred as ecllve and passlve hilerlaces. 
Addlllonally solenolds conlaln a mechanlcal pielond that Iorces Ihe solenold lrilo n sale posllloci In Ihe even1 01 a 
total Interlace loflure. 
moderator lemperalure are elmplex or dual per inoderelor element an celled lor hy FEMA/rellablllly analysls. 
parameter lo be substlluled by using a physlcal model and relalad mersuremenls. 
CrHlcal englne pnramelers, such a3 chamber pressure, are lully quad redundant. Olller parameters such as 
Heavy use wlll be made of sensor annlyllcnl redundancy lechnlques. Thew techolques ellow a felled 
INTERFACES: 2 MIL-STD-15538 Valve Command Chnnnels, 2 Power Buses 
SIZE: 8 In. x 16 In. x 10 In. 
WEIGHT: 31 Ibs (9 Ibs EleclronlcslMectiarilcs + 32 Ibs Shleld) 
TOTAL DOSE: lOOK RADs(SI) 
TORQUE: 600 In.-lb 
Quad Channel Control System 
Improves Mission Reliability 
I 
-I 
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Il1 Quad Charinel Controller 
COMPONENT: Operational Fllght Program 
FUNCTION: The Operational Fllght Program (OFP) provldes the control, health monltorlng 
and Ilfe predlctlon capabllltles seen In the control system. All of the dynamlc englne control laws 
are found In the OFP. Englne system health monltorlng and llfe predlctlon algorlthms are also 
resident wlthln the OFP. Addltlonally the OFP manages the Interface hardware wlthln the englne 
controller. 
commands. Addltlonally status and data packets are sent back to the vehlcle. 
The OFP Implements the requlred vehlcle communlcatlons protocols and valldates 
ARCHITECTURE: The OFP deslgn Is based on a hlghly modular, structured, functlonal 
decomposltlon of the requlred functlonallty. Related functlons are comblned Into modules. 
Thus all the englne control lunctlons are grouped Into the Englne Control Module; all the Health 
Monltorlng functlons are grouped wlthln the Health Moiiltorli\g Module. Modules have rlgld 
functlonal, Interface, protocol, and temporal speclflcatlons. These specltlcatlons mlnlmlze the 
lnteractlons between modules, lncreaslng software rellablllly and reduclng verlflcatlon and 
validatlon efforts. 
The modular archltecture allows Indivldual modules to be upgraded throughout the llfe of the 
NTRE program whlle preservlng the soltwore Investment. Modules are deslgiied to be "plugged 
In" In a manner slmllar to mechanlcal components thus reduclng the costs assoclated with 
software verlflcatlon and valldatlon. 
INTERFACES: ControllerllO Devlces 
NP-TIM-92 
Plug In Software Modules 
Improves Controller Development 
HEAL1 H MONllOFllNCi DATA FLOW 
NEW HEAL I H 
MC"Ql\ING MODUI E 
LIBRARY OF 
GENfl l lC MODULES NF W DRIVE13 
TOR SENSOR 
NEW SENSOH 
'57 - 
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NTI': Sysicm Concepts 
Integrated Engine 
Me1 Bulman 
Integrated NTRE Improven Mlsslon Perlormance 
The SEI stage wlll requlre many subsystems In addltlon to the englne and tanks. Our 
Integrated NTRE Includes a number of systems normally asslgned to the stage. It can provlde 
reactlon control and orbit maneuverlng thrust durlng coast. Durlng the maln burn, the englne 
can provlde autogenous tank pressurlzatlon and electrical power. After shutdown, the reactor 
can be used as a heat source lor generatlng up to 100 kW (e) per englne. All of thls Is 
accompllshed at lower weight than If separate systems are employed to achleve these functions. 
Integrated NTRE Improves Mission Performance 
Mirslnn&mULs.ol Integrated NrRf 
. Robust. Low Loss Slnrt 
Hlgh Perlormance. Lightweight Engine 
Sale, Elticlent Shuldown 
-. Flve Core Cooling Systems 
~- Closed Cycle Decay Heal Removal Saves 
100,000+ lbm IMLEO 
- 100 kWe Avallnblc Any Time Ouring Mission 
- No Deep Thermal Cycles 
- llelrlgeratlon Option 
OMS and RCS Impulse Avallable at Hlgh Isp 
0110 or TWO Cold Flow StnrtsIMIsslo(i 
- Duel Mode Optlon 
. 
. 
I%=N~I-Iw Energopool - Rnhcock R W' 
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Integrated NTRE Start Sequence 
Engine Prestart Conditioning 
Pump Chill In 
0 Moderator Loop Pressurization With TPA Chlll H2 (Flrst Start Only) 
Closed Loop Engine Warm Up (Flrst Start Only) 
. Engine Now on Standby Mode For Starlliig 
- Start 
Spln Start TPAs With Warm Pressurized H2 From Moderator Loop 
- TPA Acceleration Dominated by Englne Thermal Mass (Power For Approxlmetely 10 
Starts In Recuperetor Alone) 
Integrated Engine Increases Start Reliability and Safety 
I L. I 
If-a&l N. G.4 Vd.. 
- Fnsl Start Rcduccs Is() Loss, linproves Navigational 
* Immediate Restart Capability ( x i 0  limes) 
Enhanced Multiplc Engine Start 
NP-TIM-92 285 
Accuracy 
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OWKiMAh P A M  15 
OF POOR QUALlrV 
Our lntearated Enaine Starts More Reliably 
And With Less Impulse Loss than Nerva Type Engfnes 
0 10 20 30 46 60 70 80 90 1 
Ctioiiiher Pressure X 01 Full Power . 
GENmRP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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NP-TIM-92 
Our Propellarit Feed System Dytiamlcs Are Efflclently Controlled 
- Englne Prestart Condltlonlng 
. Pumps Chilled In 
- Reactor Warmed 
Feed System Pressurized (Reduces Inrush Dynamlcs) 
. Aerojet Pumps Are Deslgned Wlth Greater Stall Margln 
Our Recuperated Cycle Greatly Alds the Start Up 
- Ample Thermal Power Accelerates Bootslrap 
Provldes Thermal and Hydraullc Damplng 
- Isolates Fuel Assembly From Feed Syslem 
Our Integrated Controller Can Choose the Optlmum Path to Full Power, Balenclng: . 
IspLoss 
Fuel Element Thermal Shock 
N I P  System Conccph 286 
Tapping into the hot Hz In the moderator loop of our Integrated NTRE during operation 
allows us to generate up to 100 kW(e), attitude control impulse, and tank pressurlzatlon at lower 
cost than If provlded by separate systems. 
Integrated Engine Provides RCS and 
Tank Pressurization During “Burns” 
15ENCCIRP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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NTP: System Concepts 
The decay heat build up in the engine durlng the main burn must be removed from the 
reactor or it will over heat. Decay heat persists for days even after a short fifteen minute burn. 
Our integrated engine can reJec1 a significant potlion of the heat through its radiators, greatly 
reducing the expendlture of propellant to cool the englne. This reduces vehicle mess (IMLEO). 
Integrated Engine Saves Over 100,000 Ibm LH2 
1 L. I 
\ 
r -- -1 
* Shiilciown Fission Power and Throttle on Decay Heat 
* Shuldown One TPA. Throttle to 5% Thrust 
kNCMP 
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C w l  1 
850842 
174 Min 
9900 
640 
040942 
24 1 
4996 
896 
Cool 1 
845720 
I Iconventlone1 Cooling System I Plum 1 Plum 2 
840942 
958 
145586 . 
915 
695357 
5696 
10591 
906 
Plus. 2 
043520 
Fhal Mass (Lbm) 
A!- Y t l s e c L -  
MlsKkn _V_occQ LUsec.) 
Mlsslon ElfecUve !sp (Sec) 
850842 
4755 
4755 
- 
Ini1lalMass pn)-_  
Burn Tlme (Sec) 
Profilanl Consumed (Lbm) 
E_ecti_ve@ (Sec) - 
Final Mass(Lbm) , 
AV (IUsec.) 
MlsJon Veloclly (FUSec) 
Misslon E((echve@(SecJ 
Cool 2 
695357 
1006 Min 
-_ . 10692 
600 
684665 
299 
10890 
894 
cool 2 
692200 
plum I 
1000000 
- 1015 
154280 
915 
845720 
4932 
4932 
141694 10692 
174 Mlri 
2200 
160  
843520 
64 
4996 
913 I Propollant sav~ngs (bm) I 1 2578 
995 I006 Mlri 974 Days 
151240 2200 140094 2200 
697280 690000 541986 539286 
915 760 915 !SO 
5016 78 !111 99 
10812 IO890 18001 reloo 
314 913 9j 4 91 3 
5415 7508 
Closed Cycle Cooling 
Reduces IMLEO Over 8% 
950 Sec. Burn @ 150,000 IbI (2-3 Englnes) 
Tlme Slnce Full Power (soc.) Closed Cycle Benefits 
Reduced Coolant Ejection 
Higher Ejection Isp (cut off low Temp. Tail) 
75+%Reductlon Mlsslon Isp Loss f(Alsp & AMass) 
Reduced g Loss (Cooldown Impulse Delivered Faster) 
Closed Cycle Has All Brayton Power Cycle Componenis (Except Generator) 
Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Our Integrated N I HE Cali Ilccluce IMLtU -IUU-ZUU+ ~LUII I  
I 5 4 5 8 8 0  
I13995 
9 1 1  
U I I I I U ' ,  
lnilial Mass (Lbn) 
Propellaril Coiisuriad (Ltwii) 
Elleclke Isp (Soc) 
Fhal Mass (I hni) 
Missbri Vobcily (FUSoc ) 
A IMLEO (KIbmPA) 
AV (fVsec ) 
1 ~ 0 4 ~ 1 5  
310 I ?  
I O U  
J?I451 
Over I I i l e g ~ T n E  
Conventional Cooling ! I 
7 7 ~ 4 5 1  
252145  
913  
d~~ IIIE 
I2500 
3 I 700 
lnillal Mass (Lbrn) 
Propellanl Consumed (Lhrn) 
Ellecllve Isp (Sec) 
FUwl Mass (Ibm) 
Misslon Vebully (FVSw: ) 
AV (Il/StIC ) 
3 5 0 ~ 1  2 1 6 ~ 1 2  207201 
121347 9409 'J!I/Ul 
9111 100 913 
2 ~ u r 4 b  7 n 1 7 0 3  I I 1502 
17500 I nou in2ou 
I 'sylwd Ilclurnod 50000 
4 4 7 0 n  45200  63400  
IU KUNII rilop M~I., in-/. I.II* II~LIWII 
l ~ l & ~ o p e d  dllel burns 1 
_. 
Burn 3 OMS 2 
391457  243069  
I40353 I6224 
897 450 
257104 226845 
I25001 
I;;: 
Payload nelurned 
442011 
-- .- 
Burn 4 
226845 
10654 I 
892 
120304 
63400 
50000  
ie2on 
10/10/92 
Closed Cycle Cooling Can Reduce IMLEO Over 100K Ib* 
. 
I I .ilMl F 0 I I4 hllJlll 
' Four Burn Full Up Mars Mission 
ficNI 111'1' Eiicryopool - 1labcoc:k & Wilcox 
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During coast, our integrated engine Is kept warm while generatlng up to 100 kW(e). The 
mean electrlcal power will be less than 100 kW(e). At 20 kW(e) the Breyton cycle efflclency Is 
approximately 30% requiring a thermal power of approximately 60 kW(t), which causes only a 
small addltlonal burn up of the renctor fuel. 
Integrated Engine Eliminates Additional Stage 
Components and Improves Stage Performance 
GENCORP Energopool - Babcock & Wilcox 
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NIP: Systcin Conccots 
The integrated engine adds Ilfe to the fuel, because I t  allows tud to be kept warm durlng 
coest (-1600 K). Therefore, the fuel wlll see only -1000K AT'S durlng startup and shutdown. 
18M)K was chosen to balance the effects of vaporlzatlon rate, thermal cycllng. and power cycle 
elficlency. 
Engine Does Not Cool Fully Between Major Burns 
2D00 
Rotete DNIM 
Generellon Throllle Down @ Reduclng 
outlet Temp 
-1 
1600 ' I I I I I I I I 
116Dayr 12 Days 1 100 io000 
Tlme Slnce Full Powef (sec.) 
Aerojet Cycle Benefits - Reduced Thermal Shock 
lntegraled Power Supply 
ACS and OMS Power 
Full Thrust Available on Short Notice 
&NCUW Energopool Babcock 8, Wilcox 
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Reliability and Safety 
Me1 Bulman 
Gwconp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Our Turbopump System Improves Mission Reliability* 
Single TPA System Has - 4 Times Ihe Probability of 
Total Failure vs 2 TPAs 
Twin S 0014 Stage Pump Is More Reliable Than Single 
Shaft f PAS at the Same Discharge Pressure 
__ -. - - _. 
Industry Standard Component Failure Rates Applied to Feed Systems 
Emcanp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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NI'P System Concepts 
Dual Spool TPA Provides High Margin far NTRE 
Impellers Stressed Less for Same Weigh1 and Performance - 
Less AP Per Impeller 
- Four Bearings to Share Loads Rather Than Two 
Unshrouded, Machined Impellers Have Higher Strength Than 
Casting 
Runs Subcritical for Less Dynamic Stress 
GeJconp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Reliability Increased With Lower Stressed Parts 
0.1100 1 
1 E-05 
f = IE-OR L 
6 
IE-07 
3 
IE-01) a. 
I E-IO 
Y *Q.3 
- 1 - 1 - - I  
15 2 II 2 5 :in 
I'AllI f f lNI 
I Margln A Stronger Inlluenco On Rellebllllv Than Pertr Count b 
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NTRE - Concept Deslgn 
A Failure Modes and Effects Analysls was completed for the Partlcle Bed Reactor Concept. 
The fallure modes of the malor components were Idenllfled. The crltlcallty and effect of each 
mode was determined and possible ways to minimize the occurrence of each mode were also 
identified. Thls analysts wltl be expanded and updated durlng the prellmlnary deslgn phase to 
reflect deslgn maturatlon. The FMEA wlll be the basis for developlng a Rellablllly Fault Tree, 
whlch wtll show system Inleracllona graphlcelly. Quantilattve evaluetlon of the base events of 
the Fault Tree wlll allow reliability predlctlons to be made of the system. The Fault Tree wlll be 
developed uslng CAFfA, a Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysls code, whlch fecllitetes rellablllty 
and system safety analysis of complex systems. 
NTRE - Concept Design 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 
Preliminary FMEA Has Been Completed for Engine Concept 
- Component Failure Modes Identified 
- Actions to Minimize Occurrence Arc Incorporated 
Redundancy 
Robust Design 
Adequate Testing and Inspection 
FMEA Io Be Updated During Dcsign Phase to Reflect 
Maturing Design 
GENCMP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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NTRE - Concept Deslgn 
Methodology to Evaluate the Eftect of Redundant Components on the System 
Reliability block diagrams and industry standard fallure rates of like components will be used 
to assist In the evaluation of the effect of redundancles of varlous components on the rellablllty 
of the system. 
A system level Fault Tree will be developed whlch will be used to analyze the rellabllily of the 
system during the various operating phases of the proposed mlsslon. 
complex system. It Is dlfflcull to model these Interactions uslng only block dlegmms. Block 
dleurams are useful In studylng effects on the system of serlee redundancy or parallel 
redundancy of a few components. But the overall system rellabllity Is better evaluated by  doing 
a quantitative evaluation of a system Fault Tree. 
A rellabillty Fault Tree differs from a system safety Fault Tree only In the deflnltlon of the top 
A system Fault Tree has the advanlage of belng able to see Qraphlcally the lnteracllons at a 
event. Process and human errors resulting In system fsllure are always Included In the syslein 
safety Fault Tree. They can also be Included In the Rellablllty Fault Tree. If the purpose of the 
Rellebility Fault Tree is lo assess the reliability of the design then the possible process and 
human errors would not be Included In this Fault Tree. 
NTRE - Concept Design 
Reliability 
Methodology to Evaluate the Effect of 
Redundant Components on the System 
Reliability Block Diagrams and Failure Probabilities Using 
Industry Standard Failure Rates for Like Components Will 
Be Used to Evaluate Need for Redundant Components 
Reliability Fault Tree Will be Developed of Overall System to 
Be Used in Evaluating System Reliability 
Gmconp Energopool - Babcock & Wilcox 
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NTRE Design Criteria 
Salety Factors 
Pressure Loads 
Yield Safely Factors FSy = 1.25 
Ullimale Safety Factor FSu = 1.50 
Thermal Loads 
Yield Safety Factor FSy = 1.00 
Ultimate Safety Factor FSu = 1.00 
Margin of Safely 
MS = (Allowable Stress) (FS ' Applied Stress) - 1 .O 
GENcLRp Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox 
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System Safety 
Design Includes Hazard Elimination and Control 
Provisions for Wide Range of Potential Hazards 
A Preliminary Hazard Analysis Has Been Accomplished 
This Analysis Is the Initial System Safety Task Which Included a Review 
of the NTRE Components, Potential Hazardous Conditions, Effect on the 
System i f  an Undesirable Condition Took Place, and Recommended 
Controls in the Design to Prevent an Occurrence From Happening 
- In Addition to Component Review, Natural Environment, Oxygen 
Rich Environment, and Aerospace Ground Equipment Hazards 
Were Considered 
This Study Illustrates a Combirialion of 17 Hazardous Conditions That 
Were Considered 
15ENCmP Energopool. Babcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Water Immersion 
- Most Reactor Voids Filled Wilh Poison Duriiig Launch 
- Reactor Design Remains Subcritical 
- Launch SafetylEmergency Shutdown Procedures 
- Qualification and Acceptance Tests 
- Fuel Internally Retained 
impact Compaction (Ground) 
- Collision Reduces Void Fraction 
- Reactor Design Ensures/Remains Subcritical 
- Launch Safety/Emergency Shutdown Procedures 
- Qualification and Acceptance Tests 
- Fuel Internally Retained 
GjENcL3Rp Enwgopool Eabcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Emergency Cooldown Procedure 
1 TPA Failure 
- Fast (- 1 sec) or Slow (- 30 Seconds) Single Failure 
- Normal Reactor Shutdown 
Cooldown at High Power Wilh 2nd TPA - Continue Mission With 2nd TPA 
- 1 Fails Fast, 1 Fails Slowly 
- Shutdown Reaction at High Power With Slowly Failing TPA 
- Employ Pulsed Cooling Syslein Prior to 2nd TPA Failure 
2 TPA Failure 
2 TPA Failure 
- 2 Fail Fast or Nearly Simultaneously 
.J Shutdown Reactor 
- Cooldown at High Power With Crossover System 
tENcmp Energopool - Babcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Reactor Leakage Potential Is Minimized 
Use of Non-Radiation Embrittlement Materials 
Maintain Within Temperature Extremes 
Develop Approved lnstallalioll Procedures 
Post-Reactor Installation Leak Checks 
Test Area Monitored for Leakage 
Non-Nuclear Qualification and Acceptance Tests 
Minimize Leakage Effect 
. Radiation Hardened MateriallEleclronics 
Shielding 
Qualification and Acceptance Tests 
GENcmP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Design Controls Radiation Hazards to a Minimum 
Shielding Material - “Burn-In” Process 
Internal Shielding 
- Attenuates Levels at Propellant Tank 
- Reduces Levels to Engine and Stage Components 
External Shielding 
- Reduces Level to Crew and Stage 
Components Nuclear Hardened 
Proof-of-Concept Tesling 
I 
GENCmP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Reactor Risks and Hazards Are Mihimized, 
i.e., System Design 
Controller Architecture 
- Diagnostic Instrumentation Monitors Reactor 
- Quad Channel Fault Tolerance Operation 
- Software Redundancy Design 
- Multiple Signals Required to Activate Valves 
- Control Drums Have Redundant Drive Motors and Couplihgs 
- Safety Rods Have Redundant Drive Motors and Couplings 
0 Shielding of Safety Rod Drives Ensures Rod In or Out Control Capability 
Non-Nuclear Vibration, Thermal and Shock Tests to vet-ify Structural 
Integrity 
Reactor 
lcjarconp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Nuclear Safety 
Design Controls Al l  Identified Energy Sources 
Reactor 
. Pressurized Propellant Feed LineslFittingslValves 
Turbopump Assembly 
6 Pyrotechnic Isolation Valves 
Electronics 
Hydrogen in Tank 
Gmc6np Energopool Babcock 4% Wilcox 
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System Safety 
Summary 
Nuclear Safety Hazards Will Be Controlled Through Preventative 
Measures 
- Margins 
- Redundancy 
- Diversity 
NTRE Design Will Meet the Applicable Safety Requirements for 
Operation on the Eastern Test Range or Western Test Range 
The APD/B&W Team Will: 
- Ensure Design Meets Proof-of-Concept Objectives With Risk 
- Support the Nuclear Safety Policy Working Group Recommendations 
Reduced to as Low as Reasonably Achievable 
as Applicable 
l % ~ ~ ~  Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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PBR Engine Sensitivity Studies 
Me1 Bulman 
Gerconp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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US Englne Fuel Bundle Power Denslly Is 12 MWNler. Therefore we expect lls welghl l o  scab approrlmslely as 
Iha PBR englne with power densily. 
High Thrust and 
Increase Engine T 
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PBR Design 
Richard Rochow 
Our PBR englne concepl is best summarized by including the rationale behind the seiectlon of each major 
subsystem concept or operating parameter. 2700 K mixed menn reactor outlel gas temperature Is selected by 
B I W  luei experts to meet the 4.5 hour llle requirement wlth an approprlale margln by the end of fuel assembly 
development. The englne deslgoloperallng selecllon of 300:l nozzle area ratlo and nozzle Inlet pressure of 2,OOO 
psla Is the result of a Mars mlsslon payload trade study; It givos the best comblnallon 01 e n g h  speclllc impulse 
and weight. A recuperated turbopump drlve cycle was selected for several reasons: (1) nozzle inlet pressures of 
1000 psia and above are enabled by recycling topplng heat lhrough the lurblne. and no reactor manlloidlng n w d  
be added to extract lurblne drive heat dlrectiy lrom the core, (2) engine start and shutdown translants are 
smoothed and atslsted by the large, avallabk heat capaclty of the high surface area recupretor, (3) the steel 
heat exchanger adds no weight to the englne, because 11s welght Is delermlned by Its other duller as a large part 
of its internal gamma shield end as the forward closure of the reactor vessel. A forward core support structure 
was selected, largely because II Is the Amerlcan experlence base. The forward structure le cool, It forms part of 
the gamma shield, and It is used as propellant manlloidlng. Fuel assembiles operate in tension and are 
constructed of sleet and beryllium, accordlng to U.S. experience. A slngle Delaval nozzle Is selected that Is 
internally cooled wlth hydrogen; no hydrogen bleed Is necessary, because our formed platelet nozzle operates 
wllli low internal wall temperatures at high heal fluxes. A 40 Klbl nozzle of sbnllar design. material and coolant is, 
now In tesl at NASA. The nozzle Is small, because of the engine’s high operating pressure, and we use a low 
welght. carbon-carbon nozzle exleiisioii. Its surlace may be coiiverted lo ZrC to Improve its life In hydrogen 
envlromnl,  uslng near term technology proceases slmilar to those in work at Aerojet, however this Is probably 
unnecessary, because tolai surface recesslon In 4.5 houra of operetlon Is expected l o  ba l e u  than 0.025 In. (0.64 
mm). A L16H neutron ahleld Is encnpsulaled In alumlnum and located external to the recuperalor In order to 
slmpllfy the core support structure. A secondary gamma shleid Is located et Its forward lace to provlde sufficient 
goinlna alloiiuallon PI all lltiioa duiltiy engltio Illo. Bolh slilolds nro coolod by propollnnl Ilow. 
Design Rationale for NTRE With PBR Is Clear 
Zlnsian Param eter 
1 H2 Mixed Mean Outlet 
Temperalure (2,700K) 
2 Pc (2,000 psia) 
3 AelAt(300) 
4 Power Cycle (Recuperated) 
1 
5 Core Support (forward) 
6 Nozzle (Sin le DeLaval) 
(Hz Cooledb i thout  Bleed Flow) 
(C-C Extension) 
7 Neutron Shield (External) 
Rationale 
Expected 4.5 Hours Fuel Life 
Best Mars Mission Performance 
With Reusable Engines 
- Enable High Pressure With Simple Reactor 
- No Weight Penalty (7 Shield) 
US. Expcricrice Base 
Near Term Technology Use 
(Foriiied Cu Platelet) 
Enhances Transient Operation 
Simplifies Core Support 
, 
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REACT-OR DESIGN pMLOOsOPJJY 
BABCOCK & WILCOX HAS APPLIED ITS KNOWLEDCX or r i iE PARTICI F BED REACTOR ( P R ~ )  TO MEET iHE  NASA 
DESIGN REQUlnEMENTS THE OBJECTIVCS O r  1HT I)rSIGN WTnF TO S l A Y  WllH lN 711F IFCtINOLOGY BASE rOn 
TIiF PER TtIIS INCLUDCS THE MlXCO MEAN CXIIAIJST GAS TEMPERATURE. ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND 
PRIMARILY THE SYSTEM SAFETY THE PBR IS ChPABCE O f  VERY HIGH T/W RATIOS HOWEVER, FOR MAN4 4TED 
SYSTEMS OUR RASFl INT OFSIGN HA’: RrFN CONSF I lVATlVrl Y C)rSIGNED AND INCORPORATES ROBUS1 AND 
Tt IEREFORE RELIABLE COMPONENTS TI IE POI7 CONCCPT I IAS TI  IEfIETORE INCUnRED SOME MASS PENALTIES 
WHICH ARE BELIEVED TO BE PRUDENT IN TEnMS OF SAFETY FOR 1HE CREW 
REACTOR DESIGN PI4 I LOSOYH Y: 
[ STAY WITIIJN TJIE TECHNOLOGY 1 
‘-’ Energopool Babcock (L Wilcox A I a o J B T  
NIP: System Concepts NP-TIM-92 
lt ItPUIIISAI'AHIICULAHLYAlIlUI~.IIV~( INLEPI 1)UC IO  llIC111011!J1111 AI I A l l 1  A l l 1  l l l ~ l ' A l l l l l . l ~ l l l l  LrVllM I I I L I I I  A I  IIIANINSILII 
CAPABIUIY IS UNSURPASSED SMALL rAnT icLrs ,  OY DEFINIIION ALSO I IMII II II 'IITRMAL S i n L s s L s  WIIHIN rt l t  PARIICL~S DUE TO 
THE SHORT CONDUCTION PATti LENGTll THESE FEATURES AI  IOW Ttlr rnll T C I  OI'rRAlL A I  HIGH POWER DFNSITV AND 1HEREFORE 
RFOUIRE LESS CORE VOLUME SMALLEH CORE VOI UMF TRANS1 ATrS TO PrOII( ' I( PI\ IN VFSSI-I D l A M R F n  AND SIIIELD DIAMETER ALL 
OF WHICH TRANSUTES TO LOWER MASS (OR HIGHFR T/W) 
THFHElEROGENEOUSCORE UTll17rS W~~~lFLELCMFPIISUNA1'111.11l~r I t  I M 111r'XJrPOnT rOR I H E  CORF I5ACCOMMODATFDRY 
THE MANIFOLD STRUCTURE THE COR€ IS 'HUNG' FnOM TIIE TOP WIlFnr rncll GAS KEEPS IHE SIRUCTURE WlTlllN 115 AdOWARLF 
TEMPERATURE REGIME BFRYI I IUM MODFnATOR HEXAGONS SURROllND rACl I rl l f l  ELFMENT AND ACl AS I T S  PRIMARY S'RUCTIIRAL 
SUPPORT 
A TOTAL OF 18 ROTATING CONTROL DRUMS SUnROUND IHE s2ORF Tt IFSF nfl I k . 5  CONTAIN 4 NEUIRON POISON (8.C) SFGMENT TO 
CONTROL THE POWER OF THE nEACTOn A SAFETY ROU I S  LOCATFD AT T I  lr CrNlrRLINE OF THE CORE IT IS At4 M I A 1  I Y CONTROLLED 
POISON ROD (B,C) AND I S  A REDUNDANT SHUT DOWN SYSTEM IN THF T V C N I  TIIL LUNlnOL DRUMS RFCOMF INOPERA01 F 
THE RECUPERATOR SERVES hlANY FUNCTIONS AND IS NCCCSSAnY FOR I'(JWI Ii HA1 ANfF IT'DrCYCLES' WPSlE IliERMAL t NERGY TO 
DRIVE THE TURBOPUMPS IN ADDITION I T  PROVIDES A SlGNlrlCANT PDRIIUN I l k  THE INTERNAL SIIELOING FOn 1HE TUROOPUMPS 
PLATELET TECHNOLOGY WILL BE USED TO FAOnlCATE T I E  nECUPERATrJH A f l l l  1 HI COOLED POnTlON OF l P €  NOZZLE 
PBR Provides a Compact H ieh Power Enpine 
FUEL ELEMENT b MOUEItATOI4 
CONTROL URUM i 
GmmRP Energopool Babcock & Wilcoxl 
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T I E  RECUP[ RATED CYCLr RFNfrlTS THY ENGINE IN MANY WAYS THE flECUI’f nATDR CONTRIBUTES TO THF 
SHIELDING REOUIREMENTS (PARTICUIARLY GAMMA) IT rNAnLES HIGH CHAMBER PRESSURE BY SATISWING THE 
POWER BALANCE OF THE SYSTEM THERE IS 
SUFFICIENT I HERMAL ENERGY WITHIN THE RECUPERATOR FOR SEVERAL RESTARTS FROM THE REACTOR 
STANDPOINT PERHAPS THE MOST IMPORTANT BrNEFlT OF THE RECUPERATED CYCLE IS THAT IT PREVENTS 
LlOUlD HYDROGEN FROM ENTERING THE COnC 1HIS ELIMINATES THE POSSl8lUlY OF HIGH EXCESSIVE 
REACTIVITY DUF TO VERY DENSE HYDROGEN IN TI IF COR€ IN ADDITION, THE RECUPERATOR DAMPS HYDRAULIC 
OSCILLATIONS THROUGH THE USE OF SMALL PASSAGFS AND FLOW DIRECTION CHANGES IT INSURES THE 
DELIVERY 0 1  I lNlrOnM STEADY FLOW TO THE FUEL ELEMENTS WITHOUT SIIAnl’ PRFSSURE PULSES 
IT ALSO 1101DS A LARGE AMOUNT O r  TIIERMAL ENERGY 
Recuperated Cycle Provides 
Superior Enpine Opcration, 
I’rovides Cooled. I ntcriial Gainilia Shield 
0 l’rovidcs Tlieriiinl lincrgy for Turbopuinp Start 
- Eiicrgy available Tor inatiy starts 
r? I’rovides Safe, Controllable Reactor Start 
- Prevents Liquid Hydrogen entry into the core 
- Ilecoiiples :ind t l a i i ips  system oscillations 
GecroAp - Energopool - Bebcock & Wilcox 
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NP-’TIM 92 
THFRF ARE SEVERAL NOTEWORTI IY RFACTOR SI'FCIFICAIIONS I 'L IMV" I HC MOS I IMPORTANT IS THE 
AVERAGE POWER DENS1 W 1 I IA l  WAS CHOSEN FOR TIIE OASI I IN1 I I I C  VALIJC OF 33 MW/L WAS CllOSEN FOR 
THIS MISSION BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IT IS AClllCVAnl I FIIHTtlFRMORE, TtlE RUSSIAN t NGINFFRS HAVE 
DEMONSTRATED UP TO 90 MW/L (FOR MINUTES) WITH SIMILAR r u n  COMPOSITION IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE 
THAT THE POWER DENSITY DFTrRMlNES THE SIZE OF l l 1 F  Ill A ( , l f ) l l  AND THFREFORE THE ENGINE SIZE 
CHANGE IN MASS OF THE REACTOR WITH POWEA DENSIT( VAI3IAllONS IS SIIOWN STPAR4TELY 
THF 
THE BASELINE FUEL COMPOSllION IS (U.Zr)C WHlCli IS COAIL U WIIH NbC THIS COMBINATION OFFERS HIGH 
PRODUCTRETENTIONANDISSEI E C T E O T O M A ~ C ~ I ~ H ~ - T ~ ~ ~  IIMAL FXPANSIONO~ TIE t m l r 1 1 ~  ruEL RF ~ ~ E R T H A N  
rEMPERATURE CAPABILITY (IE MFLT IS AI'PROX 3 3 W  7 4M)K) AND l l l C  LOAIING rllOVlDES THE FISSION 
ZrC 
REACTOR SUMMARY: KEYSPECS 
:=zrg Energopool - Bebcock & Wllcox 
THE FUEL ELEMENTS ARE ILOCAIf-1) ON A HFXA(;ONAI AIInAY THIS ALLOWS TIIE 3G ICIIII ELEMENTS TO OC 
EFFICIENTLY IN I f-GIlAl C D  INlOTHE SMALLEST POSSIO1.E VOLUME Wl1II.E MCC I INl i  (;~lIICALI I Y  LIMITS.TI1EfIMAI 
HYDRAULIC AND STRUCTURAL REQUIflCMFNlS A SAIISFACTORY PITCH WAS FOUND TO BE 11 CM. THIS WAS 
r n w i n i L Y  SIII.LJ ron IIYD~AULIC CoNsiucnAi  IONS (11- I ow rnrswnr imor II inoi~m I ~ I I F  MODERATOn AND 
INLET PLENUM). FURTtIER STUDIES AND OI'TIMIIATION WILL LIKELY RESULT IN A CIMNGE IN THE PllCH 
THE CONTROL DRUMS ACT AS THE REFLECTOn ANI)  I I I C  CONTflOL SYSlEM FOQ THE REACTOR. THEY ARE 
APPROXIMATCLY 11 CM IN DIAMETFII WITH AN OllTF n SFGMENT OF 12 MM TIIICKNCSS AND 120 DEGREE ARC 
CONTAINING B,C 1 ( b 1 I IF C O W  AS POSSIBLE ORIGINALLY TI lEnE WCnF 71 
CONTROL DRkIMS BUT 1HE 'CORNER' SIX WEnr PI1OVII)INCJ I I1 TI I; CONfnOl. BENEFIT AND WERE THEREFORE 
REMOVED TI lr SA1 F l  Y '101) IS I (>(:AI TI1 IN I I  IF CFN 1 FR OF THE CORE Wllrf lF I I S  WOIl1 I 1  IS MAXIM17CI). 
TIIEY ARE PIA(.:[ U AS I :I I ):;I 
heactor Features Efficient 
Integration of Components 
--_-( UNTHOL DRUM ( _- 
/F'JEL FI FMFNT ( 
,---SAfETY ROD _-- 
IIICVAIIIUUSFLOWI.~~(.)I~:;OI 1 1 1 1  KNGINI :;YXII MI IAVI  111 I F J I X I I A I I Y  S I M I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I )  iiiiioiii;ii 1111 i i s r  C W A N  
INNOVAlIVE MANIFOI.O/CORtI SUPPORT STRUCTUW 1 Ill:; (X)MI’ONLNl I?, UNIQIJE IN 1tIAT I1 NOT ONLY 
PROVIDES A VERY RIGID STHUCTURE TO WHICH THE FUEI. ELEMENTS ARE ATTACHED BUT I1 ALSO CONTAINS TWO 
PLENUMS FOR THE MODERATOR COOLING LOOP AND A FEED-lllI\OUGH FOR THE FUEL ELEMENT PROPELLANT 
LOOP. 
THEFABRICATIONOFTt-1ECOllE SUPPORTSlHUClUnE ISSlMll A l l  10lIlAlOFAtIONEY(;OMBCOMI’OSIIE 1IIE 
INTERNAL WEBS CARRY THE SHEAR LOADS WHILE TI IE TOP ANI) UO 1 I OM SKINS OF STEEL CARRY TI IE MEMBFIANE 
LOADS AS THE AIRCRAFT INDlJSTnY IS AWARE, THIS CONrlGURA I ION IS FX TnFMFl Y EFFICIENT IN ITS SPECIFIC 
LOAD CARRYING CAPABILIlY AND STlrrNFSS TI IEnErORF T t E  TtIICKNFSSf S OF TtiF S1 F f  L SKINS AND WEB ARE 
MINIMIZED 
MANIFOLDS PROVID E COKE SUPPORT 
Moderator 
Cooliiig 
Inlet 
GmCORP Energopool Babcock 8, Wilcox 
NIB%?Wm 30‘ J 
(looling 
i)ullci 
CONTnOLDflUMS POSITIONED TQR MAXp&J&WORl II 
TllE CONTROL DRIIM!: ARC I OCArFr) CLOSF TO TllE CORF. WlTl l  AS U R G E  A DlIiJM 517€ AS POSSIBLE WlTHOllT 
INTERFERENCE, (APPROXIMATELY 1 1 CM OU1 S I I X  DIAMTTCR) TO ENHANCF NEUTRON REFLECTION AND CONTROL 
WORTH, WHILE MINIMIZING THE SURROUNDING PRESSURE VESSEL SIZE THE DAM4 HEIGH r IS SLIGHTLY LONGER 
IHAN?HE ACllVE FUEL BFD HEIGHT OF ABOUr 92 CM 1IIE CONTROL DRUMS run 1tIC CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
ARE MADE OF BERYLLIUM WITH A B,C POISON STGMFNT 13 MM THICK OVER A 120 DEGREE ARC SEGMENT THE 
CONTROL DRUM WORTH IS 0 10 DELTA K/K WITti TI II S A r r I Y  flOD WI I HDRAWN. AND 0 14 WITH THE SAFETY ROD 
INSERTED rOTAL CONTROL WORTH IS 0 26 DELTA K/K, FOR A SHUTDOWN REACTIVITY OF 0 20 DELTA-K/K (K 
EFFECTIVE = 0 83) NOMINAL HYDROGEN GAS DTNSITIFS. On WORTH IS 0 07 DELTA-K/K. WERE INCLUDED THIIS, 
WIrHOllT HYDROGEN GAS, THE REACTOR WILL BE 0 01 DELTA K/K SIWTDOWN CVFN IN THE MOST REACllVt 
CONTROL POSITIONS A STUDY Or INDIVIDIJAL DRUM WORTHS SHOWED THAT A rlXED BERYLLIUM REFLEClOR 
SECTION IN THE CORNER POSITION ENHANCFS REFLECTION AND CONTROL WORTH. INCREASING 101AI  DRUM 
WORTH BY ABOUT 0 01 DELTA K/K, WHILE ALSO ALI OWING SMALLER PRESSURL VESSEL SIZE A TRADE STUDY 
SHOWED POISON TIKKNFSS AS 7HIN AS 1 MM IS QUITE FFFECTIVE AND 1 I l A T  TIIE MAXIMUM WOll lH WAS 
RTACHED AT APPROXIMATELY 10 TO 15 MM 
C'ON'I'HOI, DRUMS I'OSI'I'IONEL) FOR m U M  WOR'I'I I 
- __ . _  
VESSF I I POT SON 
\ I 
CON'I'HOLs 
DROM 
Energopool Babcock 4% Wllcoxl GENUJRP 
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NTP: Svslcni Concept.\ 310 NP-TIM-92 
T I E  CENTIWL SAFElY 1101) IS I.O(;AIFD IN A POSITION OF Ill(Gl1 NI UIl iON rl I I X ,  IIESUI. IIN(i IN A CONlnOL WOnlII  
WHICH FXCEEDS THE COMBINED WORTtI O r  TIIF: 10 CONIIIOI INIIIM!; II (:ONTAINS R.C IN A CYLINDRICAL SHAPE 
WIT1 I OUTSIDE DIAMEFER O r  ALMOST 11 CM. A ROO nEFLECTOR SEGMCNl IS MOUNTED ON THE AFT END TO MlNIM17T 
NEUTRON STREAMING TtiROUGIi THE SAFElY nOl) OPFNING AND IO REDUCE HEATING DURING OPERATION. TIIE 
SAFETY ROD WORTH IS 0.12 DELTA-K/K WITH l t  E CONTnOl. IN11 IMS' I'OISON OUTWAtlD, AND 0.16 DELTA-K/K M T H  THE 
CONTROL DRUMS' POISON INWARD. THE TOTAL CON I ROL WOII I I I IS 0.26 DELrA-K/K. FOR A SHUTDOWN REACnVlTY 
OF -0.20 DELTA-K/K (K-EFFECTIVE = 0 83). NOMINAL HYDROGEN GAS DENSITIES, WORTH 0.07 DELTA-K/K, WERE 
INCI-UDED. THUS, WITHOUT HYDROGEN GAS, THE REACTOR wii I nF o 01 DELTA-K/K S H u i i r n ~ ~  EVEN IN THE MOST 
REACTIVE CONTROL POSITIONS 
SAFETY KOD LOC A'I'IID IQH MAXIMUM w o m i  
N'IP. Sy\irrn Concepts 
r u c ~ c i r  Mr NI INI I~~I IAI~~~FFFICIENTLY 
' I H E P B ~ C ~ ~ F  ISHETFAOGENEOUS WITI IA C:OIII I IIMOI~I I I A I O I I . I A ~ : K ~ - ~  s o n m i i ~ ~ i ~ ( ;  IIIFCOI~~I'IIII. rori 
JACKEF NEARLY 1 MEII-R IN I FNG I I  I i t  ir HI OCKS ARF PRC onii I FI) wrrii CAW I LII I Y SVEII HOLES TWEI VF ( ) f  
HOTFRIT. T I E  MODERAION CONSI?IS 0 1  MA(:tllNFr) HI OCKS Or RERYLI.IUM .IOINI-I) IO(;rII iEl3 1 0  rO1lM A lW'4lt 
THE 36 HOLES ARE FILLED WITH ZIRCONIUM I I Y l ~ l l l l ) l  ANI) 1tIF IIkMAINDER ARE USED FOR MODERAIOH COOLIN(; 
THE RATIOS O r  LlnCONlUM HYDRIDF. BFAYILI IUM AND I IYDROGI N YIFLr) PnOPrII NFIJTRONICS, STRUCTURAL AN0 
THERMAL HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE. THE RASFI.INE DESIGN UTILIZES A RATIO OF 82%Be, B W H  AND 10%H,. 1 tlF 
PRESSURE DROP WITHIN 1 HE COOLANT LOOP OF THE MODERATOR IS APPROXIMATELY 3M) PSI, THE THICK BERYLLIUM 
WALLSARE MORE THAN ADEOUATE 10 PROVIDF SlRlJCTllRAL SUPPORT ANDTHE ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE. EVEN IN SUCH 
SMAU. OUANTI llES PnOVlDES EN1 IANCED MOUCnATION FOR THE COnF FURTI IEn OPTIM17ATION CAN SIGNIFICAN I I Y 
ENHANCE THE PERFORMANCE OF 1 I IE MODEnATOR AND REACTOR. 
THF COLD rnir i)isininims THE FLOW TO TIE run Rr i )  IN r n o r o R i i o N  TO THE LOCAL HEAT GENERATION 
COOLANT FLOW IS DIRECTED RADIAL I Y INWARD ANI) IS tlEATED RY TIIE FUEL OED TIIF HOT GAS PASSFS THROUGI I 
HOLES IN TtlF 1101 IXIT  WHERE IT COLLECTS IN T I l r  I 1 0 1  CIIANNr[ At40 IS EXHAlJSTED TO THE NOZZLE THE COLI) 
FRIT IS MADF O r  STEEL AND WII L I IKCLY BE OF PLATFLET DESIGN TI IE 1101 r l l l T  IS MADE OF NIOBIUM CARBIDE 
COATED GRAPHITE GRAPHITE TCCtlNOLOGY tlAS tVOI  VFD OVER THE YEARS AND IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN 
GRAPHITE WITH A THERMAL EXPANSION COETTICIrt41 I I I A l  MAl(:I irS 1IiAT OF NlOnllJM CARBIDE EXACTLY 
Tl lE tIOT CIIANNTI (TIIF ARFA INSIDE 1HE 1101 rnlr) 1'; !;I71 I) ~~l l ( . l l  111AI Ill+ MAXIMiIM VELOCIlY OF I l l €  1101 
HYDROGEN IS NOT G R E A r t H  TtlAN MACII 0 75 I O  AVOID COMPRFSSIRII Ip/ E r r 1  C I S  
FUEL ELEMENT INTEGRATED EFFICIENTLY 
IjF:RYLI, I IJM MODERATOR 
Zrll MODERATOR 
\ 
\ COOLANT DOWN COMER 
'\ / COOLANT RISER 
GmmRp . Energopool Babcock & 
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FUEL, ELEMENT rLOW IS S I  LF ( ;ONrAJm 
THE FUFL ELEMENT WAS ANALYZED USING TONE, A I D B6W PROPRlFlhllY Cl)MPIlTrR CODE W l l l c I l  PREDICTS I'RESSURE LOSSES IN THE 
DIFFERENT COMPONENTS OF AN ELEMENT, AS WELL AS 1EMPEfiAlURES OF THE PHOPELLANT AND FUEL EACtl FUEL ELEMENT WAS INITIALLY 
AUOITED A PRESSURE DROP OF 500 PSI0 RESULTS FROM F O M  INDICATE MAXIMUM PRESSURE DROPS OF ABOUT 3M PSID THE PROPEUAM 
FEED CHANNEL WAS DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE PRESSURE LOSS OVFR TI tr I r N m  I or TI IE CHANNEL WITHOUT IMPACTING THE WEIQM AND 
SIZE OF THE FUEL ELEMENT ASSEMBLY RFSUCTS OF A STUDY TO COMPARF PRESSURE LOSSES TO THE DIFFERENT GAP SIZES BEWEEN THE 
MODERATOR AND COLD FRIT INDICATED THAT THE OPTIMUM GAP WAS AT 0 3 CM 
THE COLD FRIT IS DESIGNED TO BE THE PRIMARY FLOW CONTROLLER IN FOTVF RUNS. THE MINIMUM COLD FRIT PRESSURE DROP TO THE BED 
PRESSURE DROP RATIO IS MAINTAINED AT E TO I THIS RATIO ENSURES THAT T I  lr COLD FRIT HAS CONSIDERABLY MORE CONTROL OVER THE 
FLOW DISTRIBUTION TO THE FUEL BED THAN THE PROPELUNT FEED CHANNEL OR THE BED ITSELF 
THE MODERATOR DESIGN WAS ANALYZED USING A CHANNEL FLOW CODE CAI.LCD PIPTH. ANOTHER B6W PROPRIETARY CODE THE CODE 
CALCULATES PRESSURES, TEMPERATURES AND F I N  COEFFICIENTS ALONG THE LENGTH OF A HEATED CHANNEL THE MODERATORS WERE 
INITIALLY ALLOllED A PRESSURE DROP OF 500 PSID. RESULTS INDICATE A MAXIMUM DROP OF ABOUT 300 PSlD 
THIS CORE DESIGN HAS NOT BEEN OPTIMIZED, HOWEVER. A FUEL ELEMENT AND MODERATOR FROM ONE OF THE SIX ASSEMBLIES W l W I  
SURRWND THE SAFETY ROD WERE ANMYZED FOR THIS CORE CONFIGURATION. THESE ANALYSES DEMONSTRATE A WORKABLE DESIGN BUT 
DETAILED ANALYSES MUST BE PERFOAMED ON A CORE SYSTEM LEML TO Pl3OVlDE INSIGHT ON FLOW SPLIT CHARACTERISTICS AND ITS IMPACT 
ON PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES FOR FULL POWER, THROllUNG AND DECAY HEAT CONDITIONS 
FUEL ELEMENT FLOW IS SELF CONTAINED 
Fuel elmnnt C r o s s - S e c t i o n  
(rith A f t e r b u r n e r 1  
Yodenlor Coollng Chsn 
Propellanl F n d  Channel 
GENmRp Energopool Eabcock & Wilc 
N P - T l W R O J m  NTP System Concepts 
FUEL PARTICLE DESIGN IS BASFD ON MISSION n r O l l l n r M r N 1 ~  AND WIIII IN LlMllS IJOFS N O T  SIQNITICANTLY AFrFCT TIIF RFACTOn M S G N  
IN GENERAL PARTICtE DESIGN I S  SELECTED ON T I E  BASIS Of ENGINF BUnN DURATION. NUMBER OF CYCLES, EXHAUST GAS TFMPERATIJRC 
AND SYSTEM RELIABILITY REOUIRFMENTS CIIRRFNTLY TtIrnE ARF rOUR COATED PARTICLE DESIGNS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOfl USE IN 
PER'S. EACH CAPABLE OF MERINO DlrFERFNT SFTS OF MISSION nEOUlRFMENTS 
1. THE EARLIEST PARTICLE 06W DEVELOPED WAS THE SO CALLED BASELINE PARTICLE IT WAS EASED O N  THE TRlSO PARTICLE DEVELOPEU 
FOR QASCOOLED POWER REACTORS IT CONSISTS OF A URANIUM CARHIOE KERNEL SURROUNDED BY TWO I A M R S  OFWBON (BVFCER. FOH 
CTE MISMATCH AND S E W  AND AN OUTFR SHFLl OF 7rC DR NhC THIS PARTICLE IS CAPABLE OF OPERATING FOR 10's TO la,'S Or 
SECONDS IN THE RANGE OF 1500 Z @ X M  rOR 5 10 TtlCRMAL CYCLFS THESE PARTICLES HAVE BEEN PRODUCED BY 06W IN SlGNIFICANr 
OUANTlTlES AND THE PROCESS IS WELL UNDEASlOOD lESTlNG HAS INCLIJOED ROW IN PILE AND OUT-PILE TESTS. THIS PARTICLE WOULU 
MOT SUSTAIN 2700(( FOn SEI APPLICATIONS 
2 WE ARE PRESENTLY DEVELOPING MIXED CARDIDC PARllCLES WHlCH ARE DESIGNFD TO REACH MAX FUEL TFMPERATURES OF 3200 31Mw( 
THEY ARE DESIGNED TO OPERATE FOR 100'S TO I W S  OF SFCONDS MIXED CARBIDES SUCH AS (U 2r)C AND (U.NbJC WITH NbC COATINGS 
ARE BEING DEVELOPED IT IS EXPECTED THAT TI lis rnni ICLE WLL WIIWAND MORE THAN IO THERMAL CYCLES AND SUSTAIN  MI K EXIT GAT. 
TEMPERATURE OR GREATER THESE ARE CONSIDERED THE APD/BUW BASELINE SEI FUEL E6W EXPECTS TO EE IN FULL PRODVCTION Of THESE 
PARTICLES WITHIN 1 YEAR 
3. U N M R  REWEW IS A PARTICLE DESIGN CONSISTING Or A POROUS UOP KERNEL COATED WITH TUNGSTFN B(LW EXPECTS IT TO BE EASILY 
FABRICABLE, HAVE GREATER LONG TERM (1000 S OF SECONDS) RELIABILITY THAN CARBIDE FUELS. BE V E W  RESISTANT TO THERMAL CYCLES 
IF KEPT M O M  ABOUT 700 K, AND HAVE VERY GOOD FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION BUT BE LIMITED TO A MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE OF ABOtJT 
D0.31OOK. 
4 IN THE EARLY STAGES OF LAB DEVELOPMENT ARC AUOIIIONAL ADVANCED PARTICLE CONCEPTS WHICH M E  THEORETICALLY CAPAELE OF 
OPERATING FOR IMO'S SECONUS AT 3400K AND MANY TtlFRMAL CYCLES IT IS EXPEClED THAT THESE COULD RF RROLIGHT TO PRODUCTION 
READINESS IN SEVERAL YEARS 
FUEL PARTICLE PROV I D U  
HIGH POWER DENSITY & T EMP 
NhC COATING 
/- 
GmCnf?' a Energopool a Babcock & Wilcox/ 
NTB%R%"cepLs 314 
48 Liters of Fuel 
033 MW/I (ave) 
0 500 Micron Dia. 
0 Loading: 
127 kg Uranium 
21 kg Carbon 
57 kg Zirconium 
60 kg Niobium 
265 kg Total Bed 
73 % Enrichment 
3,300+ K Melt Approx. 
NP-TIM-92 
THE PER IS THERMALLY STABLE TIIE FUEL TCMPEIlAlllnF 01’1 IIAll  S A I  ABOUT 2800K WHEN THE MIXED MEAN GAS 
TEMPERATURE IS 2700K THE AMOUNT OF LOCAL FLOW CAN BE REDUCED BY 15 22 46 BErORE THE FUEL KERNEL 
REACHES ITS MELT TEMPERATURE BASED ON THERMAL I IYDRAULIC S I  ABlLl IY S rUDlES A LOCAL FI OW DISRUPTION 
DOES NOT CAUSE A PROPAGATION BUT RATHER A STABLE TRANS1 llON TO A NEWTEMPERATURE. THIS IS DUE TO TI IE 
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER AND TURBULENT REGIME OVER WHICI I THIS PER OPERATES FOR HIGH POWER REACTOR 
OPERATION THE PBR IS QUITE STABLE (AS IS EXPECTED) 
THERMAL HYDRAULIC INSTABILITY CAN OCCUR FOR LOW FLOW REGIMES ( E  LOW POWER). THE BED HYDRAULIC 
RESISTANCE, WHICH IS FORMED BY VISCOUS AND INERTIAL FORCES (TYPIFIED BY THE ERGUN CORRELATION) IS 
DOMINATED BY INERTIAL FORCES FOR HIGH POWER. HIGII FLOW OPEIlATION. HOWEVER, FOn COW FLOW OPEnAllON 
THE VISCOUS TERM CAN DOMINATE. FOR SUCH CASES, A PERTUnRAllON IN FLOW CAN CAUSE INCREASED LOCAL GAS 
TEMPERATURE AND THUS HIGHER PRESSURE WHICH CAUSES IllGllER GAS TEMPERATURES ... AND SO ON. B&W 
UNDERSTANDS THE MECHANISMS INVOLVED AND THE REGIMES OF OPERATION WHICH MUST BE AVOIDED. IT IS 
SHOWN THAT FOR A THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSES IT IS POSSIBLE TO RETAIN NEARLY ALL THE PBR PERFORMANCE 
(IMPULSE) WHILE THROTTLING TO 5-10% OF FULL FLOW. ANOTHER SOL.UTION TO THE LOW FLOW INSTABILITY CAN BE 
FOUND BY REDUCING M E  CHANGE IN GAS TEMPERATURE AS IT FLOWS THROUGH THE FUEL BED. BY INCREASING THE 
INLET GAS TEMPERATURE TO 450s. THE FLOW STABILITY CAN BE MAINTAINED EVEN FOR CONSERVATIVE ANALYSES. 
The PBR NTRE is Thermally Stable 
3 W  
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T~REACTOAANDFUELDES~GNISFLEX~BILE IHE~OLI I~R r u ~ t  VOI~~~~~WAC,RASFDON~~MW/LI IERPOWERDENSITYAND IW~MWTOTAI 
POWER THE 38 FUEL ELEMENT CORE WllH I I CM PllCH AND MODFnATOn COMPOSED OF 82% BERYLLIUM. 8% ZRH. AND 117% HYDROGCN 
CooUM PASSAGES WERE BASED PRIMARILY ON MECHANICAL AND THERMO.HYDRAUUC CONSIDERATIONS, AND PHYSICS TRADEWFS 
FOR HIGH REACTIVIPI. THE FUFL PARTICLE MAXIMITES URANIUM LOADING THE BASFLINE PARTICLE IS 70% UC/ZRC KERN& SUARWNDEU 
BY 30% N E  COATING. BY VOLUME, AND THE KERNAL CONIAINS 50% UC. FOR AMRARF BED UnANlUM DENSITY OF 2 7 G/CC. IT IS EXPECTED 
THE W U l H  LOADING WlLL BE REDUCED BY 50% OR MORE lHROUGH OPTIMIZATION OF THE CORE WITH FULLY ENRICHED FUEL AND NO 
H1c HOT CHANNEL INSERTS, THE MAXIMUM RFACTlVllY I S  0 19 DFLTA K/K HlGlI EXCESS REACTlVIlY PROVIDES FLEXlBlUW FOR OPTIMIZING 
THE DESIGN, AND ALLOWS MARGIN FOR MODELING I INCCRTAINTIFS AND OMRCOM(NG REACTIVITY LOSSES nUF TO Y E "  TRANSIENTS AND 
FUEL OEPLmON DURING OPFRATION 
DESIGN VARIABLES TO BALANCE HIGH REACTIWTY fiND CONTROL ARE FUEL PARTICLE URANIUM CONTENT URANIUM ENRICHMENT, INSTALLED 
NEUTRON POISONS, MODERATOn MATERIALS FUFl ELFMFNT PITCH AND CORE REFLECTOR AND CONTROLS DESIGN CONlCAL H(C INSERIS 
WCRE PLACED IN THE HOT CHANNELS TO P~OVII~I r i x m  NcuTnoN rotsoN i ian  DOWN or n 01 DELTA K/K AND 1% OF TOTAL rowm IN 
EXTRAHYDROOENGAS HEATING HAFNIUM ALSO I'POVIDES RESONANCE NFUTRON ABSORPTION WHICH WlLLlMPROM PROMPTTEMPERATURC 
FEEDBACK, HOWEVER HYDROGEN FLOW DlSTRlBUllON MUST COMPENSATE FOR T I E  S I I I F l  IN AXIAL POWER SHAPE THE U"'ENfllCIlMENI 
WAS ALSO REDUCED, INCREASING THE NEGATIVE PROMPT T I  1IPERATIJRE FEEDOACK OF THE FUEL DUE TO THE DOPPLER COEFFICIENT OF THE 
LARGER FRACTION OF UYy INCREASING PROMPT tJUCLEAR I rEDRACK ENHANCES THE STABILITY AND THUS CONTROL AND SAFETY OF THE 
REACTOR ~ ~ F I N A L M ~ I M U M R ~ A C ~ I V I ~ O F  THE ~.ONCEPTUALDESIGNISO~~~OELTA K/K THECONTROLS~MLARGEREM;JIVIMWOR~S 
THE SKEW ROD WORTH OF 0 17 DELTA K/K IS SI PEWHAT HIGHER lHAN THE CONTROL DRUMS WORTH OF 0 10 MLTA K/K 
GwconP 
44zawa.r 
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Il-IE PHH WILL BE MAININNLI) SIIIICIIIII(:Al Icln A l l  IAlINl:Il AI:('IIII F11 71.1 NAIIIO5 I'flrllMlNAllY FSllMAlFS FOUNI) IHAT. FOR IHE 
CONCEPIUAL DESIGN. ADDlTlONAl MlllWllNG MEASURES M E  NEEDCD IN OnDCR TO MAINTAIN TllE IlEACTOR SUDCRlTlCAL IF THE PRIMARY 
VOID REQIONS. ME COLD AND HOT CHANNELS. ARE FILLED WllH WAl ER AND THE REACTOn IS SURROUNDED AY WATER TO SIMIKATE A WATER 
IMMERSION ACUDENT. WHEN THE HOT CHANNELS ARE FILLED WITH IEMPOMAY LAUNCH INSEATS MADE OF W. FOR EXAMPLE. T I E  
CALCUUTED REACTMlY AFTER IMMERSION IS 4.22 DELTA-KJK (K-EFFECTIVE - 0 82): THE REACTMN PRIOR TO IMMERSION IS ABOUT 4.52. 
FOR M E  UNCHANOED BASELINE DESIQN. THE REACTlVllY AFfER IMMERSION WAS 0.07 DELTA-K/K. WHlUi IS CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE. FOR 
THESE ESTIMATES. THE CtlANGES IN THE VOID REGIONS OF THE HOT FRIT, COLD FRIT, FUEL BED. AND MODERATOR COOLING PASSAGES WERE 
NEGLECTED. IT  WILL BE WSSIQLL, THROUGH ADDITIONAL STUDY. TO ORTAIN ACCEPTABLE RESULlS WITHOUT RESOAllNG TO TEMPORMV 
LAUNCH INSERTS BY MAKING OTHER MODIFICATIONS FOR EXAMPLE. WIT11 CHANGES IN PITCH AND/OR MOOERATOA HYDROGEN CONTENT. 
BALANCED BY DECRWES IN PARTICLE URANIUM CONTENT AND/OR ENRICHMENT, IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN A MORE NEWROWALLY 
OPTIMUM INlTUL CORE CONDITION. SUCH THAT THE WATER IMMERSION WILL RESULT IN ElTlIER OKfl-MODERATION AND A DECnEASE IN 
REACTIYIN. OR AT LEAST A SMALCEn INCREASE IN nEACTlVlN. TIIFSF SAME CHANGFS WlIl ALSO HELP MITIGATE POTENllAL REACTIVITY 
INCREASES DUE TO ANY EXCESSIVE HYDROGEN GAS DENSITY IN THE COllE DUfllNG STMTUP OR TRANSIENTS 
BASED ON PITCH TRADE STUDIES PERFORMED USING DIFFERENT FIE1 RFD THICKNESSES. THF IMPACT OF GEOMETRY CHANGES ASSOaATED 
WITH A MUNCH ACCIDENT (E 0 DEFORMAllON OR COMPACTION) I5 rXPCCTfn TO OE I TSS SFMRF THAN THE WATER IMMERSION THE 
NEUTnONlC OPTIMIZATION DISCUSSED ABOVE WILL SFnVF TO MITIGATT TIIIS FVrNT AS WCLl 
TmE PBR IS DESIGNED FO-R SAFETY 
0 NUCLW!-CR!T,!TICAL?_TY 
-Subcritical In Water Iinnierrioih 
0.82 Keff using hat frit plugs 
- m o  Independent Shut-down Systetnu 
-Recuperator Prevents Excessive Hydrogen 
reactlvlfy liiscrtlon In ccire (le. no 1.112) 
e TIIE-RMALEP_QT_P.CTI.ON 
-Plve Sytenis to Cool the Renctur 
W n  lhrbopumps (70 X full flow capaclty ea.) 
One Electrical Piiinp (Ayprox. 5 % capacity) 
One clrculatluti Iwmp (Severnl MegRw~~tl cap.) 
n n k  Bleed 
-t!maa ikwl I& mi Oiilibil 
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THE PER CAN OPEnATE OVER A WIDI- nANW 01 POW1 I t  I)F NSIIITS rOn POWER DFNSITRS ABOVE 33 MW/L THFRF 
IS ONLY A SMALL IMPROVEMENT IN REACTOR MASS TIiE KNEE IN THE CURVE APPEARS TO BE ARWNO 20 W / L .  THE 
LOWER EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE (2500K) DOES NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON REACTOR MASS BUT WILL 
IMPACT PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF IMPULSF ANI) THFnFFORE HYDAOGEN TANKAGE THE LOWER CHAMBER 
PRESSURE REACTOR (1oM PSI) APPEARS A T T M C l I M  FROM A REACTOR MASS STANDPOINT. HOWEVER TtiE 
REDUCTION IN REACTOR MASS WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY BE NEGATED BY THE INCREASE IN SHIELD MASS SINCE THE 
VESSEL IS URGER. THE KM FEATURES OF THE 33.20 AND 10 MW/L REACTORS ARE: 
3,600 
3,200 
2,800 
2,400 
AlaCYaT 
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o Tlirnsr 
Q Reactor Power 
o Reactor Mass 
e T / W  (rcnclor inass only) 
a0utlc1 (ias 'leiiip 
8 Fuel Voluine 
@Propellant Flow Rate 
sNumher of Fuel Elemcnls 
0 Vessel Di;iineter 
0 Ileaclor I;iiclcd I .cngIIi 
75.000 
I,500 
2,420 
14 
2.700 
48 
37 
36 
I O 0  
C) 2 
40,(100 
8.12 
I .30 I 
I4 
2,700 
2s 
2 0  
18 
7R 
Oh 
25.000 Ib 
520 MW 
1,160 Kg 
IO 
2,700 K 
20 Lilcrs 
12 Kds 
18 
7G cin 
60 C l l l  
z z  Energopool - Bebcock & Wllcox 
Thc PBR is ScalahlcM.itli Thrust 
20.000 ~ o p n a  oo,nm RO.Onil 
'rlll-llsl (11)) 
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THE PARTICLE BED REACTOR IS UNlOlJE RFCAI JSF Or TI  IF FI IFL FORM ITS SMALL S17E MEANS THAT IT IS COMPLmFI Y 
'PREGRACKECY. THE DIAMETER OF TI IE FUEL PARTICLES ARE NEARLY AS SMALL AS THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
WILL ALLOW. OVER 10 MILLION PARTICLES ARE CONTAINED WITHIN EACH OF 36 FUEL ELEMENTS. BECAUSE THE FUEL 
PARTICLES ARE SO SMALL THE STRESSFS WIlHIN THE PARTICLES ARE REDUCED AND THEREFORE THE RELIABILITY 
IS IMPROVED. HIGHLY STRESSED FUEl S FORMS WILL FAIL DURING OPERATION. 
THE PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF TIIE FUEL BED IS BENEFICIAL IN TERMS OF FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION. THE 
OUTSIDE SURFACE OF EACH FUEL OED WILL OPERATE AT MUCH HIGHER POWER DENSITY THAN THE INSIDE SURFACE 
OF THE BED. THE FISSION EFFICIENCY OF THE INNERMOST PARTICLES IS NOT AS HIGH BECAUSE THE THERMAL 
NEUTRONS (WHICH WERE THERMALIZED BY THE MODERATOR) DO NOT PENETRATE FAR INTO THE BED. TO INCREASE 
THE EFFICIENCY OF THE BED AND REDUCE THE 'BLACK-NESS. THE BEDS ARE MADE AS THIN (RADIALLY) AS POSSIBLE. 
IN FACT, THIS SO-CALLED SELF-SHIELDING IS TO A LARGE DEGREE WHAT DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF FUEL 
ELEMENTS IN THE PBR REACTOR. SINCE THE 0117FR PARTICLES ARE PRODUCING THE MOST POWER TIHEY ALSO 
PRODUCE THE MOST FISSION PRODUCTS. TI IE BENEFIT OF THE PBR IS Tt (AT THESE OUTER, HIGH POWER PARTICLES 
ARE ALSO THE COOLEST SINCE THE COLD GAS COOLS THEM FIRST AS IT MOVES RADIALLY THROUGH THE BED. THE 
HIGH DIFFUSION RATES TYPICAL AT IIIGtl TEMPERATURES WI1 L BE, TO A GREAT EXTENT, HALTED BY THE RELATIVELY 
COOL PARTICLES. ADDITIONAL FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION CAN EASILY BE DESIGNED INTO THE PARTICLE IN 711E 
FORM OF BUFFER LAYERS OF OTHER COATINGS TI IE TRADE IS THE FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION CAPABILITY vs 
URANIUM LOADING OF THE PARTICLE. 
FINALLY, THOUSANDS OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES CAN FAIL WITH LITTLE OR NO EFFECT ON REACTOR PERFOnMANCF 
WHEREAS MONOLITHIC FUEL FORMS MAY NOT DEGnAOE SO GRACEFULLY. 
FUEL FORMAND ARRANGEMENT FAVOR 
FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION 
(B PBR FUEL FORM IS KITHACTIVE UECAUSE: 
- Design options permit rcduction of fission product rctention 
wi (11 add it iotial coati iigs 
- Individunl particle failures have Itltle or  no elTed on reactor performaiicc 
- Particles Iiavc low thcniial gradieiils (siiwll s i x )  
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CONCI.USIONS 
NP-’llM-92 
THE RESULTS OF THIS WORK INDICATES THAT THE PBR DESIGN MEETS ALL THE NASA REQUIREMENTS. THE 
RECUPERATED PBR APPEARS TO BE WELL SUITED FOR THE SEI MISSION. THROUGHOUT THE DESIGN PROCESS, TRADES 
WERE PERFORMED TO FIND APPROPRIATE BLENDS OF SAFETY, RELlhDlLllY AND STRONG ROBUST COMPONENTS. VERY 
FEW OPTIMIZATION STUDIES WERE PERFORMED TO EXCEED THE PERFORMANCE REOUIREMENTS BUT IT IS BELIEVED 
THAT SIGNIFICANT GAINS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED FROM SUCI I 01’1 IMIIATION. THE PBR TECHNOLOGY APPEARS TO 
BE CAPABLE OF VERY HIGH PERFORMANCE. 
CONCLUSIONS 
p- High Pcr foriiiaiicc (wiflt miss pentrlfies) 
(1 ‘lhrottling Capability ( >>4: I ) 
c Siipci-ior 1)ccay I Ical I<ciiiov;rl Syslciii 
n Integrated into Practical Ihgine Ilesigti 
c: 1 ligh Rcactivity, Control and Salcty 
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CIS Engine Design 
Don Culver 
Our CIS englne concept Is best summarlzed by Iiicliidlng lhe rallonale behlnd the selectlon of each mJor 
subsyslem concept or operaling parameter. 2900 K mlred mean reactor outlet gas temperalure 15 wbcted lo 
meet (he 4.5 hour llle requlremenl wlth an approprlale rnargln by the end 01 luel assembly development. me 
englne deslgnloperallng selecllon of 3OO:l nozzle area ratlo end nozzle Ink4 prwswe of 2,000 p i a  Is the resuH 01 
a Mars mlsslon payload trade study; It glves the best comblnallon of englne speclllc Impulse and welght. A 
recupereled turbopump drive cycle was selected for several reasons: (1) nozzle Inlet pressures of 1000 psla Jnd 
above are enabled by recycllng lopplng heal through the lurblne, and no reactor msnlloldlng need be added to 
exlract lurblne drlve heat dlreclly from the core, (2) englne stail and shutdown translents an, smoolhed utd 
asslsled by Ihe large, avallable heat capaclty 01 the hlgli surfece area recuperator, (3) llle steel heat exchanger 
adds no welghl to the englne, because Its welght Is determined by lls olher dutles as (he lorward closure 01 the 
reactor vessel. An a l l  core support structure was selected. because 11 has been shown by test that CIS fuel 
assembly llle 16 superlor when held In compresslon. A shgle DeLaval nozzle lo selecled that Is Internally cooled 
wlth hydrogen; no hydrogon bleed Is necessary. because our formed platelel nozzle operales wllh low lnlernel 
wall temperatures at lilgh heat Iluxes. A 40 Klbl nozzle 01 slmllar deslgn, malerlsl and coolant lo now In lest at 
NASA. The nozzle Is small, because of the englne's high operallng pressure, and we UM a low welght, carbon- 
carbon nozzle exlenslon. Its suriace may be converled to ZrC lo Improve lls Ilfe In hydrogen mhonmenl, uslng 
nom lerm technology procosses slmllnr to those hi work at Aerolel. however lhls Is probebly unnecessary, 
because total surface recessloci 111 4.5 hours 01 operation Is expecled to be less than 0.025 k~. (0.64 mm). A 
boraled ZrH and LIH neutron shleld Is located wlthln the reactor vessel, between the core and recuperator/gamma 
shleld. It Is cooled by propellant (low In steel walers located between Its many transverse ISprS. 
Design Rationale for NTRE With CIS Reactor Is Clear 
Deslan PararllpLef Rationale 
HZ Mixed Mean Oullet 
Temperalure (2,900K) 
Pc (2,000 psia) 
AelAt (300) 
Power Cycle (Recuperated) 
I 
Core Support (aft)) 
Nozzle (Single DeLaval) 
(H2 Cooled Without Bleed Flow) 
(C-C Extension) 
Neutron Shield (internal) 
Expected 4.5 Hours Fuel Life 
(Demoed > 1 Hour at 3UOOK) 
Best Mars Mission Performance 
With Reusable Engines 
- Enable High Pressure Wllh Simple Reactor - Enhances Transient Operation . No Weight Penalty (7 Shield) 
Optimum With CIS FAs (Test Data) 
Near Term Technology Use 
(Formed Cu Plalelel) 
Lowest Weight and Risk 
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I 
Reactor gas outlet temperature for our CIS engine was selected by analyzing fuel assembly 
in-reactor test data. Fuel assembly tesis demonstrated iifetlmes of 4000 hours at gas outlet 
temperatures averaging 2000 K and lifetimes of 4000 seconds at gas outlet temperatures 
between 3000 K and 3100 K. An Arrhenlus law study was appiled to the data to predict lifetimes 
at other outlet temperatures. This work showed that fuel assembly Ilfetlmes of 4.5 hours had 
been demonstrated at mean outlet gas temperatures of about 2800 K. In-reactor tesls did not 
terminate wlth destroyed fuel assemblies, howevnr, and Russian scientists have estimated the 
lifelime demonstrable wlth a three to flve year fuel assembly development program to be about 
2.8 hours with 3000 K outlet gas temperature. Arrhenius analysls shows thls corresponds to a 
4.5 hour life at gas temperatures above 2900 K. Thus, 2900 K nozzle inlet temperature was 
selected to provide the greatest mission benefit within current NASA life requirements. 
CIS Fuel Life Is Expected to Be 4.5 Hours at 2900°K 
Hz Gas 
Tc. "K 
3200 
3100 
3000 
2900 
2600 
2700 
2600 
2500 
2400 
2300 
2200 
2100 
moo 
Tc at 4.5 Hours, "K 
K 
h 
Minimum 
Achieved 
Life (Hour.$] 
0.400 
0.655 
1.111 
1.954 
3.579 
6.856 
13.80 
19.40 
GG.67 
162.4 
428.7 
1,242 
4.000 
2,764 
8,574 x 10-8 
49, t 32 
Maximum 
Achieved 
Life (Hours) 
0.700 
1.111 
1 .820 
3.100 
5.470 
10.08 
19.45 
39.57 
35.40 
197.1 
490.7 
1,333 
w o o  
2,030 
3,709 x 10-7 
46,160 
Lile - Ke(":'" (Arrheciius I.aw i 
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Lile Expected 
in 3-5 Years 
LHours) 
1 .ooo 
1.637 
2.778 
4.855 
8.948 
17.14 
34.50 
73.56 
166.7 
406.0 
1,072 
3,105 
10.000 
2,914 
8,574 x 1 0 8  
49,132 
I , " #  h l l l 4 0  
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The CIS englne's turbopump Is powered by a loppltig cycle so thnt no speclllc Impulso h lost lhrough 
lurblne exhaust overboard bleed llowe. In thls powor cycle roaclor heat lhal Is deposlted I n  englne components 
(and must be removed conllnuously) Is removed by Ihe hydrogen propellant, heellnp pump dlrcharga llow lo 
energy levels hlgh enough lo drlve the turblnes. About 9% 01 the reactor heat Is removed, dlrectly or Indlrectly. 
lrom Ihe englne'a nozzle, modoralor, rellector. pressure veasel, and radlallon shlelds. Howover, about 12% 01 Ihe 
reactor heat Is needed lo drlve Ihe englne to a riozzle liilet pressure 01 2000 psla wlth adequate (10%) power 
control margln and reasonable operallng condltlons lor all enalne componenls. 
The power cycle requlres llquld hydrogen pump dlscharge pressure 01 4950 psle. We have elected to us0 
Iwo 15,000 horsepower lurbopumps In perellol. About 116 01 Ihe lolal l low (13 Iblsec) cools Iha copper nozzle to 
area ratlo 10. The balance 01 the hydrogen Is healed to lurblne Intel condltlons In the hlgh prassurs slde 01 Ihe 
recuporalor (heel exchanger). The lurblne Inlet lampernlure Is nbout 850 A (470 K). and the lurblne pressure ratlo 
Is less lhan 1.6. Turblno oxhausl llow Internally cools lhe welle 01 Ihe resctor vessel and jolns wllh tho nozzle 
coolant flow el the aft and 01 Ihe reactor core. hero, the 775 A (430 K) l lows joln and cool lhe moderator rods and 
sldo wall neulron retleclor wllh parallel llows. exlllng at aboul 1150 R (40 K). These gases reloln and 100% 01 the 
propellant llows through Ihe low preasure slde 01 Ihe recuperator. There It lases over 670 R (370 K) lemperalure 
lo lhe hlgh pressure (low lor turblne drlve powor. Tho cool, recuperalor oullel gas Is dlstrlbuled lo Ihe 102 luol 
assembly Inlets vle the Internal neutron ahleld. Fuel assemblles provlde about 93% 01 the reactor's 1650 W(l) 
power to the propellanl. so that Ita mexlmum ex11 temperature Is 5220 R (2900 K) at e presaufe 01 2000 pala. Thls 
gas llows through Ihe DeLaval rocket nozzle to spnce 
..*,." 
CIS TOC Recuperated Topping Cycle Flow Schematic 
... .............................. 
4947 poln 
15% (low 
32.4 n 
11551i 
2719psla 
100% flow 
499 R 
2542 psln 
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The CIS eiiglne (low scheme hg lns  wlth two paralloi lurbopumps. Pump dlscharge llow spllts Into two 
streams; the smaller one cools the copper nozzle lhrough Internal passages as In a regeneratlvely cooled nozzle 
lor blpropellant rocket englnes. The nozzle supporl Is cooled by a small portlon 01 lhls flow. The larger pump 
dlscharge llow enlers Ihe cenler 01 the recuperalor/gomma shlold localed at the lorward end of Ihe reaclor 
vessel. dlstrlbules lo lhousands 01 parallel llow, high presswe pessogos, and fkmm radlally wlward lo a 
perlpheral manllold. Thls heated hydrogen gas llows lo  and lhrough Ihe lurbopurnp's lurblne, the exhausl bdng 
rouled to an Inlet manllold on the all section 01 (lie reaclor vessel wall. Thls llow cools the wall Internally as 11 
moves el1 to join the nozzle coolant a1 lhe al l  core support structure. 100% of Ihe propellant tlowo through lhls 
slructure, coollng I1 and the aft perlpherles 01 the 102 luel assemblles. Propellant Is metered forward from the 
support slructure through the reactor's moderator and relleclor secllons In parallel, colleetlng In a plenum a1 the 
forwsrd end of the core. Here, gas flows radlally oulward to coollng channels In Ihe forward clectlon 01 the 
reactor vessel wall. Propellanl flows forward to Ihe perlphery of the recuperator, where It enters low pressure, 
radlal Inflow heat exchanger passages. Cooled hydrogen leaves Ihe a l l  lace of the recuperator's center and 
dlstrlbules axlally through Ihe Iwo layers of the plale-lype neutron shlelds. Propellant flows radlally wlward 
through these shlelds Inside of metallic platelets to dlscharge at the Inslde wall 01 Ihe reactor vessel. Hydrogen 
llows to the luel assembly lnlel plenum and Into the 102 Inlets, where It Is heated to maxlmum temperalure and 
llows all Into the rocket nozzle lnlel and lhrough lhe nozzle to space. 
NTRE Flow Scheme With CIS Reactor 
P 
7 
rn 
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1674 
CIS Engine Layout 
Thrusl. Ibl 
Chamber Prseeun. pala 
Nozzle A r w  Rallo. ANA1 
Englfu Speclllc Impulso. sec 
Mars Mbslon Speclllc Impulse. mac 
Englne Told Welghl. Ibm 
ThrusIiWelghl 
Englfus par Vehlclo 
Payload Aelurned lo Earth, Ibm 
EnglImblghLRrQWkw 
Component 
Uncoolsd Nozzle 
Cooled Nnzzh 
Pressure Vessel. Aeaclor Manllolds 6 CS9 
Reaclor, Rmoclor 1612 
Turbopump Assemblies (2) 
Rocupenlor I Shkld 
Secondary Shleld 
Plumblnflslvea 
Conlrole end Shleldlng 
N T f l € v L S b g ~ ~  
Slaw Power L Heal Amovsl Sy. WI. Ibm 
Englne wHh Power Sye WI. Ibm 
Man MIselon Bp.clllc Impulu. aec 
Pnyload Relurfud lo Enrlh. Ibm 
l Energopool l Babcock & Wilcox 
7 5 m  
2000 
300 
959 
930 
l5900 
4.7 
2 
47067 
Weight. Ibm 
232 
965 
2536 
6613 
410 
2425 
642 
1320 
758 
2000 
17900 
949 
52929 
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CIS Reactor Design 
Richard Rochow 
G ~ c m p  Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Reactor Design Summary 
- Heterogeneity of the Core 
- Average Specific Power Density in FE - 20 MWI1 
- Fuel-Elements Twisted Rods on the Base of Solid U-Zr-Nb 
Carbide Solutions 
- Neutron Moderator - Zirconium Hydride Rods 
- Controls - 18 Drums in Reflector 
and 1 Rod in Core 
- 7 Safety Rods in Core Against Water Filling Accident 
- Reflector 
- Internal Shielding 
Gmtmp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
AE?XCUS 
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- Be 
- ZrH(l3); LiH, 
Recuperator Steel 
$ 1  03 'x1""I 
NIP: Svstem Coaceots 
Maln Cliornclerlstlcs of NRE Reactor 
Thermal Power, MW 1650 
Neutron Spectrum Thermal 
Average Exlt Temperature of Propcllont. K 
Propellant Flow Rete, kgls 35.4 
- Dlameter 1050 
- Helght (Includfng Inner shlelding) 2100 
Mess. kg 5800 
2900 
136 Propellant Pressure In Nozzle Chamber, bar 
Reactor Dlmenslons. mm: 
NAE Reactor Components Mass (kG) 
Core: 
- FAs 1250 
- Moderator 710 
Reflector 600 
Inner Shleldlng 
- Zlrconlum Hydrlde 430 
- Llthlum Hydride 120 
- Recuperator Material (Steel) 1100 
Rotating Drum Drlves (18) 360 
Safety Rod Drlves (7) 80 
Supportlng Structure 300 
Pressure Vessel 850 
Told 5800 
I,. .. 
CISINTRE Cross Section 
.'I I I1 I 
\ 
..I , 
t ,  
c 
I .  
I 
GmConr, - Energopool - Babcock & Wilcox 
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BRIGINN. PAGE: tS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Main Core Parameters 
235U Loadlng, kg 
23511 Enrlchmenl. % 
Average Speclflc Power Denslly In FE, MW/llter 
Non-Unlformlty Power Release 
- Wlth the Core Radlus 
- Wlth the Core Helght 
Thermal Neulron Flux Denslty, cm2.S-1 
Core Dlmenslons. mm 
- DlameterlHelflhl 
14.1 
eo 
20 
1.2 
1.2 
1.6 x 1015 
750/1000 
CWNTRE Reactor Cross Section 
L o , r l . o 1  'I,"", (18, 
\ ' * q < " I  
GE"mp Energopool Rabcock 8, Wilcox 
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OF POOR QUdLlTY 
Fuel Assembly Descrlptlon 
StafI-uP 
1 
Max. FA Thermal Power 
FE per FA 
Pressure Drop 
Max. Mass Flow Rate 
FA Dlmenslons, mm: 
- Fuel Bundle Length 
- Fueled Length 
- Bundle Diameter 
- Overall Length 
- Overall Dlemeter 
Mass 
qv Pro- 
TH2. % 1s 6U6t  m / ~  pellant 
100 . 
31 70 -500 150 -22.5 t12 
- _ _  
--_ 
Up to 22 MW 
356 
40 bar 
0.42 kgls 
100 
1000 
45 
1500 
55 
12 kg 
Fuel Assembly Performance Exceeds Engine Requirements 
Required Performance Parameters 
Ttiz, O K  Is 
Aeroiel 2900- 
Englne 
In-Pile 3wo. 
Max. 
Paranleler 3100 4ooo 
Values 
(in-Reaclor) 
I No Fuel 1-cchnoloav I 
GjENmhP Energopaol Babcock & Wilcox A l i r T S  
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Fuel Element Descrlptlon 
, 
Composltlon 
Max. Fuel Loadlng of I J  
Enrlchment 
Max. Design Temperalure (at Hot End) 
Operatlonai Temperature (at Hot End) 
- Average 
- Maximum 
Average Power Density 
- i l iFE 
- InFA 
Amount FA Tested at HZ Above 2,900 K 
UC + ZrC + NbC 
up to 20% 
90% 
3500 K 
2950 K 
3100 K 
20 kWlcm3- 
12 kWlcm3 
More than 10,000 
Fuel Element Heating Bundle From IVG Reactor 
~ENCORP Energopool Babcock 8, Wilcox AEi?OJET 
NP-TIM-92 33 1 
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Reactivity and Control Characteristics 
1. Maximum Reactivity Margin, Yo AK 4.2 
2. Reactivity Effects, Yo 
- Doppler Effect and Effect of Moderator Temperature -1 .o 
- Water Filling Effect +7.4 
- Hydrogen Filling Effect +0.6 
- Fuel Burn Up Effect (Compensated by Burning Poisons) -0.4 
3. Control System Efficiency, O/O 
- 18Drums 
- 7 Safety Rods in “dry” Reactor 
- 7 Safety Rods in “wet” Reactor 
- Central Rod (in function of regulator) 
3.0 
18.7 
8.3 
2.7 
4. Poisoning Material of Controls B4C 
GENcIIRp Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox 
miam= 
AEROJET/ENERGOPOOL/B& W NTRE 
NASA LeRC Finn1 Report 
Prepared by R.F. Rochow 
Babcock & Wilcox, ASE 
O c t  23, 1992 
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CIS CAP ABILITIES 
Uaikri-l I V E I .  IRGlT 
Plasmtron 100 MW 
Creep les t  Rig 2U0 kW 
Corrosion Tester 250 kW 
NUCLEAR REACTORS 
aIRGIT 2650K. 60MW 
ICR 3 I O K .  35 MW/l 
Criticai Reactors 
Sliielding lert Rcectors 
Matrrlab let Hcactnrn 
MA NUFA CTURINC 
I' Fwl Line 2 C o d y r  Insulating Mall'r ZrC,NbC Bulk Fabrication Zrtl, Lill Single Crystal Technology 
NRE for Mars 
DESIGN 
, . I 250,IHn) Man-ycrrs of NRE DesicnrRsi 3U Ycan Exprriencc 
TEST FACILITIES 
7 
Energopool Babcock 81 Wilcox A E a a l s r  
CIS REACTOR DESIGN YHI1,OSOPHY 
, 
Gmmnp Energopool - Babcock & Wilcoxl 
AEXOJc7 
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0 Heterogeneous Corc 
0 Solid Carbidc Soluliori "lwislcd ribbon" Fucl Elcrnciils 
Zirconium Ilydridc Moclcralor Kods 
ZrH(B) and LiII Inlcrniil Sliiclditig 
Corc Support at I I o 1  JM 
0 12 MW/I Avc. Fucl Ijutidlc Powcr 1)ctisity 
I .. e CIS Reactor b m m  
kmRp E riergopool * Babcock & Wilcoxl 4SaDJm 
1;iicl lilenicnt Snecificrcations 
t 'omposition (U,Zr,NbK' 
M:n. liraniuin I ,oading 20% 
I'm r ic h ~ n c w  I YO % 
$1 II x. I )rsig:r 'li~rii 1'. 3,5041 li 
Miix. Operating 'limp. 3,100 K 
I? )w er Density : 
in Fuel Elemerr1 LO MW/I 
in Fueled Volume 12 MwJl 
G E N ~ '  Energopml Bsbcock 81 Wilcoxl 
A=;?fllc7 
GENmRP e Energopooi . Rabcock & Wilcox, 
i I ! 2 ! 4 ? 0 J =  , : r  
NIP: Systcm Coiicepb 
:P, 
I h I  I c r  t or  
01 00 
,' 
- - ,Shielding 
o i o r  
.Loo i ed 
, l i o 7 z l  c 
I u e l  A s s s m b l  i e s  
/' 
/ 
8 __ 
N I ,Press. V e s s e l  ,' - T . o n t r o l  Hod ,ConlroI Orurns ,- . R e i l s c t o r  
M o d e r o l o r  
'.Control Drum M o t o r  
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I A A  
F u e  I Assemb I i e s  _ _ _  
-. N o z z  I e -1 
Goz C o o t  i n g  C i r c u i t  
f o r  N o z z l e  \ 
F u e l  A s s e m b l y  
A t t a c h m e n t  S l e e v e  
CORE SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
'. 
-,Core S u p p o r t  
S t r u c t u r e  
'-\We i d e d  S e a l  
Jo in t  
-. 
.\.Fi trri Cooling 
S l o t  
Zrll LIZH) [.ill 
N e c u p e r a t  o r  ,/ ' /' i p r e s s .  Vessel 
\ 
C o n t r o l  D r u m  M o t o r /  \ l u r b o p u m p  ( 2 )  
NP-11M-92 
____- INTERNAL -_- SHIELD CONFIGURATION 
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Technology Roadmap 
Deinonstralcd Reactor Technologies 
6 Technology Schedules 
M c l  Bulinaii 
Energopool companles have tested NTRE fuel asremblles In reactors wlth hydrogen outlet 
temperatures as hlgh as 3100 K. At the hlghest temperature the assemblles have been testell 
successfully for 4000 seconds Includlng 12 starts or thermal translents. Thermal translent rates 
of about 400 Wsec have been used, but a slngle start-up rate as high an lo00 WrIc was 
observed without Incldent. Fuel assemblles have been rhown to reslsl long duratlon vlbratlon 
and high Impact loads wlthout crltlcal damage. Fuel power denslty has been demonstrated to 25 
Wattlliter. or about 15 Wattlllter of fuel bundle volume. 
Based on results to date, Russlan sclentlsts estimate that thelr fuel assembiles wlll be able 10 
demonstrate better performance and llfe wllhln a 3 lo 5 year detnonslratlon program. Such 
lmprovements can lead to hlgher performance, lower welght, longer llfe, rocket engines. 
Russia Has Fuel Elements and Fuel Assemblies 
for NRE Reactor and Plans to Improve Them 
WERVA 
Nerva Reactor 
Hydrogen 
Temperature, OK 
Speclflc Impulse, S 
Power Denslty, 
Mw/Lltre 
Hz Temperature 
Number of 
Vlbro-Strmgth 
glfrequency (Hz)l 
Tesllng T h e  (h) 
12 - 
I Impacts, g I 
IGV-1 and IGR 
Achleved Erpecled In 3-5 Ysen Future 
3000 2 3,200 
I I rlOOO I 978 
Hydrogen +E 
- 30,OOO a In I at T 2 2BOO'K 4000 s In -10,OOO I In Wydrown al Hydragon at T = 3000°K T = 3000°K 
12 I 20 I 1 
I _____t I 
I 161 Up to 3 KHzl50 hrs I I 
&NChRP m: s-d Energopool Rahcock & Wilcfl 
33 8 
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Russians have developed several families of high temperature nuclear fuel and have tested 
them In many ways In material laboratorles, nuclear reactors, and In hot cells for post-irradlatlon 
properties. Carbide fuels have demonstrated the highest temperature capabilities with good 
material propertles. U, Zr, Nb trlcarblde alloys are selected for NTRE fuel, the exact composition 
depending on core locatlon. Low uranium concentrallon Is used In the highest temperature, aft 
fuel bundles, and In the center of the core to flatten the rodlal power dlstrlbullon proflle. The 
favored geometry of Indlvldual fuel elements Is that of thln. twlsled slrlps. Coallngs of carbides, 
nitrides, carbonitrldes and pyrocarbon mixtures of tungsten, molybdenum, and rhenlum have 
been developed and tested for corrosion resistance and thermal strength characterlsttcs. 
" 1.1 
Fuel Element Rods Have Been Tested Thoroughly 
i l v d  I iid I h~rimiul l,,,l , 1111~11111111C 
.J . . .  
Engeropool fuel easernblles lor NTRE nre about a meter long and 30 to 45 mm In dlameter. 
The fomsrd, Inlet end runs cooler than the rest 01 the assembly, and It contdns an adlustable 
flow meterlng orlflce, neutron reflector, and thermal expansion compllance (bellows). The center 
of the luel assembly contains several bundles 01 luel elements placed In serles, flow passlng 
through each sequentially, so that the hottest gas exlts Ihe afl end of the leal bundle. A grld 
plate holds the fuel element bundles In place and allows the hot gas to pass thmugh to the outlel 
plenum of the fuel assembly. Each grld plale resembles fuel bundles, except that Ihe cerbkk 
elements are fused togelher and contain no uranium. The outlel plenum dellvem gas to elther a 
DeLaval rocket nozzle or to a subsonic dllfuser (selected for our Mars engines). The outer 
envelope Is metelllc and hydrogen cooled wlthln the reactor, and It Is Insulated Internally wlth 
several layers of graphltlc materlal. 
Each Fuel Assembly Is a Fully Integrated Unit 
yzsnoeon cocTAa TOC 
m r m  
GmcoRp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
I ,  0.n I" ,,,.,. , AEaOJZT 
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Fuel assemblles have been tested In the steady state nuclear reactor, IVG-1, both singly and 
In clusters of seven In hydrogen, and under high temperature and pressure at thermal neutron 
fluxes above 1015 neulrons/cmz-sec. 
Typical Test Arrangements of Fuel 
Assemblies in IVG-1 Reactor 
Obtained Condilions 01 Tests 
1. P o w e r o f 1 F A ~ l I M W  
2. Temperalure of HZ - 3100K 
3. Power Density q y  35. MW 
4. Heat Flux qTM 13 M W h  
5. HpTemperature Translent 150"Ws 
6. Reactor Slatls Pcr Month. 2 
7. Thermal Neulroii Flux - 2*1015 iieulrutis/ciri2 -s 
4 Acllve Loiw 01 IVG-I  
Garconp Energopool - Babcock & Wilcox 
AZFiOJi=7 
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Many reactor materlals have been fabrlcaled and tested by Energopool in laboratories, in 
reactors. and In post-lrradiatlon hot cells. Structural, neutron moderatlng. neutron reflectlng, 
and neutron absorblng materlals have been tested to high fluxes, Iluences, temperatures, and 
immersion limes In hydrogen and other medla. 
Materlals I 
Steel and Its 
Alloys (1 8 Types) 
Be, Be-AI, 
Be with Coatings 
Absorbing 
Elements 
leutronr 
cm*is 
1013 
10’2. . . 
1014 
~ ~~ 
io1,. . . 
ioi4 
Materials Testing Results 
-___- .~ 
Test Parameters 
upto 500- 
3mldO 1100 12,000 
II 
upto  I...! 500- 
2. Id’ 1200 2,400 
4*10’9 400.. 500- 
upto  1.000 12,000 
2.ld’ 
- 
upto 1600../ 500- 
2-ld’ 1,300 10,000 
_ _ _  ~ 
Medlum 
H, I He 
Vacuum 
H He 
Vacuum 
11; 0 
:4 He 
___ 
H,, He 
Vacuum 
Notes 
During Some 
Experiments T = 20°K 
q v  = 150 Wlcms 
qmax = 700 Wlcm, 
V 
NP-TlM-92 
The experimental capability of Engeropooi is rather complete. Between six companies they 
have experienced analysis, design, manufacturing, and test personnel. Energopool has faciiltles 
that cover the range of crltlcai assemblies, shielding investigation, material and equipment 
manufacturing, reactor safety analysis, and many testing laboratories. These laboratories 
include facilities tor materlal Investigation in pre, in-pile, and post-irradiation environments, hot 
cells, and a varlety of research reactors for fuels investigation. 
Experimental Capabilities of CIS Test Facilities 
for Validation of NRE Reactor Development 
- - .. - (Carded Out Tests) 
DESIGN MANUFACTURMO 
250,000 Men-Yeara 2FE-PrOCM8 Une. 
81A "Luch' 
t conlYu.. 
Reador Compmanls 
llncludlng Shkldlng) , 
PIanl 
SB RDlPE 
90% Compkle (Full 
Sal of Eqtdpment) 
I SeWaar -.____ 
_______L NREReactor 
for 
Mars Mlsslon 
-.. 
--. -. --- 
VVR R..C(or 
SC 'Kurchatov Inslllute' 
Shleldlng Invertlgallon 
EWG-1 Reaclor 
J E S A  ' k h '  
300 Fhr Tartmi 
T I 2800-3100 K 
r.4oOonc 
Mulltple C y c k  
FdhUa8 Nol 
Ob.erved 
J E WA 'Luch' 
PD = 35 YWll 
_/-- 
1 = Z3UO K 
Benchmarkr T =  70-1flflIlK.+;. 1 f l ' 7 c ~ ~ i 2 .  _ _ _ _ ~ ~ _ _  
SIA "CUC:~~" .%(.. I!y?lliln piclinalur . . ... . mil Stiiicliii~d Mn!!p~!!ih <:I !pp ?nnmiMlnn 
T I 3400 K 
H2, Vacuum H2 Medls 
AborMnq Msietieis T - izou K. - toylcni'; 
- -.___ ~ - .   -. 
I S  35 a 
G?!!cor l Enerqopool l Babcock & Wilcox .. . 
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Parallel 4-Year Technology Development 
for an NTRE Breadboard Engine 
~-~ - -~ _ _ _ _  - I- - -- -1 
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Summary 
Me1 Bulman 
GiENCmP Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
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Our Integrated Engines Provide 
Safety and Reliability Simple Thermodynamic Cycle . Integrated Auxiliaries Simplify Propulsion 
- Start S stem - RCS (t& Igniters, 02, Combustion) - Electric Power and H2 Refrigeration 
- Four Core Cooling Systems . Improved Engine Start (Preheat) 
- No Thermal Shocks 
- Enhances Multlple Engine Safety - No LH2 In Core (Reduced Reactivity Insertion) - Thermal and Acoustic Damping 
- Assured Restart 
- Low Fuel Tern and Stress 4600°F) 
- Low Nozzle Temperature (SOOOF) 
- Low Moderator Temperature (400°F) 
- No Deep Thermal Cycles 
. Hlgh Margins - Long Life 
- Low Turblne 9 emperature ( 11 00°F) 
GiwlTonp Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
-6lOJc7 
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Our Integrated Engines Provide 
Mission Beneflt Improved Mission Average Isp - Heterogeneous Reactor - Greatly Reduced After Cool Loss, Save * 100 K Ib LH2 
- LH2 Refrigeration Optlon 
- OMS Thrust at s 700 sec Isp (w/o Pump Start) - ACS Thrust at > 500 sec Isp 
. Improved Englne ThrustNVelght 
- Hlgh Power Dens11 Reactor - Hlgh Pc (Reduces & hleld and Nozzle Size and Weight) 
- Deep Throttling (Enables Multiple Burn TMI) 
- - 100 kWe Electrlc Power/Englne - Rapid Restart 
Operatlonal Benefits 
GmCrmp . Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
fiaoJcT 
Our Integrated Engines Provide 
Low Life Cycle Cost TRL 4 to 6 for Major Components - CIS Fuel Developed 
Smaller, Lower Cost Components 
- Nozzle - Pressure Vessel - Shield 
- Hlgh AP Scrubbers 
Reduced ET0 Cost - Reduced IMLEO - Smaller Payload Bay 
Design Flexiblllty and Growth Potential 
Reduces Cost 
- Recuperated Cycle 
- Electrlcal Power System 
- HIghPc 
HI h Pc Enables Small ETF - a Igh Pressure Storage 
l h ~ ~ P  Energopool Babcock & Wilcox 
AEWOJET 
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